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Faculty and Trustees to discuss and vote
on long-awaited Mission Statement
By CHRIS SERRES
NEWS EDITOR
When the Team for
Reaccreditation visited Holy
Cross in 1989, they praised
the College for its academic
excellence. Nevertheless, in
its report, they strongly
supported ' formal
endorsement of the Mission
Statement created in
1988.
After two years of
deliberation, the Educational
Policy Committee (EPC) has
decided to bring the Mission
Statement before the faculty
in December for open
discussion. There will be a
formal vote on the Statement
at the Faculty Meeting in
February of next year. If
approved, it will go before
the Board of Trustees for
final consideration.
The student perspective is
the only element missing
from the current Statement.
Next week, the Ad Hoc
Committee on the Mission of
the College, consisting of
professors James Kee,
Maurice Geracht, Theresa
McBride, John MacDonnell,
S.J., and David O'Brien
(chair) will meet with the
Student Government
Association (SGA)
representatives and discuss
whether the Statement
coincides with the SGA's
view of the mission of the
College.
The purpose of a mission
statement is to create a
common ground with which
students, administrators, and
faculty can negotiate on
future projects. A mission
statement professes to
express the shared ideals and
broad objectives of the
College community.
There has never been a
mission statement created
and adopted by the trustees
and faculty. There have been
a number of different
statements that have
appeared in course catalogs
and various College
departments but there has
never been a single, agreed
upon mission statement.
The need for a statement
became apparent in the fall
of 1988 when, in preparation
for a report to the visiting
accreditation committee,
various College committees
and departments needed to
have a statement of common
goals.
Realizing this need,
Father Brooks established
the Ad Hoc Committee and
charged it with the
reponsibility to develop a
statement which enjoyed the
strong support of the faculty,
administration, and trustees.
The Committee met with
small groups of faculty and
administrators, with
departments and committees,
with professional staff,
trustees, alumni, and
students. After placing
numerous drafts before open
meetings, the Committee
succeeded in completing the
Prof. David O'Brien
Mission Statement at the end
of the year.
Prof. Maurice Geracht
said it was this "conversation
process" of numerous
meetings and discussions of
the document which really
gave the Statement meaning.
"The process we went
through, even now, as we go
over it, is central to what we
are about," said Geracht.
The Crusader=. iGely Jr.
The Committee
recommended that the draft
be further discussed before
coming before the Faculty
Meeting and Board of
Trustees for final
consideration.
Father Brooks then asked
the EPC to oversee further
discussion of the draft
Two HC students invited to Nicaragua
By SHEILA TORMEY
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
Thomas Cincotta '93 and
Amy Jackson '92 have been
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invited to join the Worcester
Sister City Project as
volunteer workers in
Comolapa, Nicaragua.
Comolapa is Worcester's
sister city. The trip has been
scheduled for next spring.
Though the efforts of
President Dwight D.
Eisenhower, the Sister City
program originated in 1956.
In 1986 a group of
Worcester citizens,
concerned about peace in
Central America, visited
Comolapa. Since then, they
have worked to establish a
Sister City relation between
Worcester and Comolapa.
Comolapa, located in
central Nicaragua, is a small
municipality which lies in a
valley. There are 2700
residents in the town and
another 11,600 living on
ranches in the hills which
surround the valley. Cattle
ranching is the main
economic activity, in addition
to diny farming.
Because there is no
refrigeration, the locally
made dairy products consist
of cheese and yogurt.
According to Jerry
Lembcke, a professor in the
sociology department, most
of the people in Comolapa
are living in poverty. There
is no running water and little
electricity, While the
Comolapian people are not
hungry, nutrition is marginal
and medical facilities are
limited.
Cincotta, Jackson and
other members of the
Worcester Sister Project will
help rebuild the tow. school
Due to lack of funds and
damage done by the Contras
in an attack in 1987, it is in
disrepair. Cincotta and
Jackson feel being there in
person is far more significant
than simply sending financial
aid.
Lembcke agrees, and
emphasized the need for
North Americans who are
politically informed about
what U.S. policies have
meant to the people of
Nicaragua. SOCOITO QUZ,
the Mayor of Comolapa also
feels this way. "We have
problems, we have needs,
but we can work on these
things ourselves. What we
really need from you is for
you to get your government
to stop this war against us,"
she said.
Cincotta and Jackson are
enthusiastic about the trip.
"We talk about the Third
World in a very separated
sense," said Cincotta.
When someone actually
((ontinued on Page 4)
Tom Cincotta and Amy Jackson will depart for Nicaragua.
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ANAHEIM, Calif. - Women who
have heart attacks don't receive clot-
busting drugs or angioplasty--both
proven life-saving techniques--as
often as men, new research shows.
Previous studies show women get
fewer bypass surgeries. But the new
study of 1,659 women and 3,232
men treated for heart attacks since
1988 widens the gender gap more.
WASHINGTON - Lawmakers from
both parties and the Bush
Administration moved to the brink
of an agreement Tuesday on
eampuo
UN et rugribtr
legislation to provide up to 20 weeks
of additional unemployment benefits
for about three million Americans
out of work at least half a year.
The $5.1 billion plan, which is
intended to pay for itself, seems
likely to end more than three
months of partisan arguments over
how to aid those who have been
unemployed victims of the recession.
BOSTON - Magic Johnson's pledge
to warn kids about AIDS has drawn
applause, and wariness among some
that condom distributions in high
Cent
JOURNALISM STUDENTS GET
THE LAST LAUGH. Because of
the space limitations, the Pima
County Board of Supervisors asked
20 U. of Arizona journalism
students to leave a public meeting
recently. But the move violated the
state's Open Meeting Law, and all
decisions at the meeting had to be
ratified again.
SEARCH FOR AN IMPOSTER.
Resident advisors in Hokona Hall at
the U. of New Mexico are trying to
find a man who impersonated an
advisor and searched student's
rooms. Several students opened
their doors to the man. He claimed
to be looking for alcoholic
beverages, which are prohibited in
UNM residence halls.
SUSTANCE-FREE ROOMS GAIN
POPULARITY. Some 1,425 U. of
Michigan students are under
contract to keep cigarettes, drugs,
and alcohol out of their rooms in
the residence halls. School officials
received requests from 329 other
students who wanted substance-free
rooms, but had to turn them away.
MIRROR, MIRROR ON THE
STALL. Campus police at the U. of
Washington arrested a 22-year-old
man after he used mirrors to spy on
women in adjacent restroom stalls.
A woman using a restroom in the
Allen Library looked toward the
Subscribe to
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schools could stall the message of
fighting the deadly disease with safe
sexual practices.
In Boston, Mayor Raymond
Flynn said distributing condoms in
public schools actually could lead to
an increase in the spread of AIDS.
MOSCOW - President Bush and
other U.S. officials warned Mikhail
Gorbachov before the August coup
that a revolt was brewing, but he
discounted their information, he said
Tuesday.
The Soviet president admitted he
ceiling and saw a mirror where the
man's face was reflected. Police
found three mirrors, pornographic
magazines and videotapes, and a
vibrator in his stall.
ALL THE COMFORTS OF
HOME. Brigham Young U. is
experimenting with a program that
offers general education courses to
first-year students at on-campus
housing locations. Dr. Alan Keele,
associate dean of general and
honors education, says the focus of
the program is to give students a
more round-the-clock academic
environment. Demand for the
courses continues to rise.
November 15, 1991
did not give credence to the U.S.
intelligence because, "I was deeply
convinced that only a paranoic, a
madman, can attempt a coup."
WORCESTER - A group of
Worcester High Students distributed
about 300 AIDS info, packets, each
containing a condom, in three high
schools Wednesday, leading to the
suspension of two students and
warnings of suspensions for others.
Students distributed the
information at Doherty, North and
Worcester Vocational high schools.
"He looks
even better
now.,,
--Imelda Marcos, viewing her late
husband, Ferdinand, in his open-casket
crypt.
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First-year program will strive to
form an intellectual community
By MIKE CULLI'TY
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
"We want people at Holy Cross
to understand this first-year program
as best they can," said First-year
Committee chairperson Prof. Robert
Garvey last Friday at a discussion
with students and faculty concerned
about this new program.
Prof. Mark Freeman, Assistant
Dean Victoria Swigert, and
Educational Policy Committee
member Andy Paquette '92 joined
Garvey in explaining the details of
and addressing concerns about the
first-year program that will be
instituted in 1992-3.
Garvey explained that the
program is the product of five years
work. He added that student surveys
played a major role in determining
the program's rationale.
"They [the surveyed students] felt
that student culture here was hostile
to a student wanting to be an
intellectual," Garvey said. "One of
the goals...is to create a space for
students...to form an intellectual
community."
Swigert added that the surveys
pointed out the desire among
students for a different kind of
social life at Holy Cross. In addition,
she said, "The ties that bind faculty
and students are minimal."
For these reasons, she stressed,
the program will emphasize an
intellectual/social relationship among
students and faculty. Gar
vey added, "We want to create an
environment in which a number of
serious discussions with faculty can
take place."
Garvey explained that twenty-five
percent of next year's incoming first-
year students will be enrolled in the
program. He emphasized that the
only criteria for acceptance into the
program is acceptance into Holy
Cross.
Once accepted, students will be
asked to rate their interest in the
program on a scale of one-to-ten,
and subsequent selection will be
based on the student's expressed
priority, Garvey said.
According to Garvey, the
program will have eleven sections,
each consisting of approximately
fifteen students and a faculty
advisor. He said that each semester,
the students will take one of several
program courses dedicated to the
boundaries between intellectual and
social life, despite the fact that the
students will not meet as many
upperclass students.
Garvey said that thirty to thirty-
five upperclass spaces will be
available in the program dorm.
However, he emphasized, "We think
the upperclass students living in this
dorm...must be sympathetic with the
program."
Garvey admitted that another
"They [the surveyed students] felt
that culture here was hostile to
wanting to be an intellectual...
One of our goals...is to create a
space for students...to form
an intellectual community."
--Prof. Robert Garvey
theme "How then shall we live?"
Garvey remarked that this theme
will be shaped into a specific context
each year, but that the ethical
component it suggests will remain
the same from year to year.
In addition to classroom activity,
he explained that each semester, the
program will sponsor four or five
extracurricular activities geared to
the theme. He added that these
events will be open to all Holy
Cross students.
Addressing the most talked-
about aspect of the program, Garvey
said, "Yes, we're going to have •]Ir
these students living in a
dorm."
He explained that a single
residence hall will help blur the
down side to a single living area is
the displacement of students that
will occur to accommodate the
program. "It's unavoidable," he said.
Garvey said that according to
housing estimates, the lowest
number of displacements will occur
if either Clark or Hanselman is
chosen. He explained that students
who are displaced will receive class
priority in the inter-house lottery
(which does not include Loyola or
the suites).
"We wish that no displacement
was involved," Garvey said.
Freeman explained that a single
living area was essential to the
program's aims. "We as a committee
have really tried to figure out how
to do something serious and
something different," he said, adding
that a program merely centered
around classroom activities would be
less innovative and important.
He admitted the risks involved,
but emphasized, "In order to make
a difference...you've got to kind of
be willing to go out on a limb."
Several students raised objections
to the way the program was thrust
upon the campus without much
dialogue. Freeman responded by
saying that there were pragmatic
considerations that were essential to
getting the program off the ground,
but noted that there has not been
dialogue about it on campus until
recently.
"Maybe it shouldn't have
happened quite that way," he
admitted. Garvey added, "We didn't
make an effort to get information to
all the students." Both expressed
hope that the program will open the
channels of dialogue.
In addition, the committee
members praised the SGA and EPC
for sensitizing them to student
concerns.
Some students said that they feel
the program will lead to separation
and ostracism. To this suggestion
Freeman responded, "I don't sec it
as separation. Our aim is
emphatically not to separate."
He added that to ensure the
successful assimilation of first-year
program students, "It is absolutely
essential for you (HC students) to
welcome them."
Garvey concluded, "There's an
awful lot of misinformation about
the program." He stressed the
importance of communication, an
added that the committee welcomes
any comments or
students might have.
Further discussion
first-year program will
the Faculty-Associate
Nov. 20.
suggestions
about the
take place at
luncheon on
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Need News
While most people are aware
that regular exercise is essential to
good health and fitness, they ignore
two of the most important aspects of
exercise: the warm-up and
cooldown.
A proper warm-up period should
consist of about 10 to 15 minutes of
gradual progressive exertion. Your
warm-up may be divided into two
specific areas.
The first is a general warm-up in
which you do stretching and
flexibility exercises to develop and
maintain adequate range of motion
in all joints of the body. The warm-
up should also include performing
the actual activity in which you wish
to participate, but at a lower
intensity. For example if you are
going to run, begin with a slow jog
and then increase your speed.
There are several advantages to
proper warm-up before exercising. It
may help you to clearly focus your
concentration on the upcoming
event and your "psyche" may be
better prepared to compete.
You may also feel that you are
able to go all out with decreased
fear of injury. A warm-up can help
muscular speed, efficiency, enhance
oxygen delivery and utilization, and
facilitate the transmission of nerve
impulses. When done gradually and
sufficiently it will increase muscular
Nicaragua
(Continued from page 1.)
experiences it themselves, he said
"...everything changes. You can't
begin to make the same
generalizations about their politics
and their society. I hope to take
and core body temperature without
causing fatigue or reducing energy
stores.
When exercising, a proper
cooldown is as important as the
warm-up. The principles are
basically the same except that in the
cooldown you want to gradually
decelerate, rather than accelerate,
your heart rate.
The cooldown should take about
5 to 10 minute and should be
followed by post-exercise stretches.
You should always taper off your
exercise gradually to prevent pooling
of the blood in the extremities.
During cooldown, muscle
soreness may be alleviated by
decreasing lactic acid build-up. If
you do not cooldown, you may feel
lightheaded, dizzy, or faint from
decreased circulation to the brain.
Exercise has both physical and
mental benefits and its performance
on a regular basis is highly
encouraged.
However, failure to stretch,
warm-up, and cooldown may lead to
a variety of problems ranging from
minor inconveniences such as
stiffness to major problems such as
muscoskeletal injuries or dangerous
heart rhythms. So please, please,
play it safe and don't forget to
warm-up and cool down.
• • •
these experiences back to Holy
Cross," he said. "I still have another
year here."
They hope to get funding for the
trip from the administration.
Jackson said she thinks it would
be a wonderful thing for the
administration to build ties with
Worcester.
She and Cincotta became
involved in the Worcester Sister City
Project when the theatrical group
Brigidista approached both the
Sister City Project and the Latin
American Studies Department at
Holy Cross to sponsor a
performance.
Neither could afford to, so
Cincotta and Jackson offered to find
alternative sponsors.
The play was performed in
October.
Hogan's starlings
bear peaceful tidings
By STACY DUDA
NEWS STAFF
You may have noticed a frenzied
cacophony of activity and loud bird
chirping coming from that single
grove of pine between the library
terrace and Hogan recently. Why
are these birds conglomerated in
just this one tree? And why, so
loud, especially at night?
You are witnessing seasonal
behavior of common starlings and
though the reasons for this
communal "bonding" are not fully
understood, Professor Berman, of
the Biology Dept. who specializes in
Ornithology suggested several
probable explanations.
According to Berman the
foremost reason is simply beneficial
for the birds to flock together in
terms of finding food and heat
conservation.
Flying takes energy and through
"communal roosting" during winter
nights, these starlings huddle
together to conserve the energy that
would otherwise be used to keep
them warm, she explained.
Another reason, according to
Berman, is purely social. Just as
humans have the tradition of
"hanging out" on, a street corner,
this single tree is the "information
center" where the starlings can Meet
and excitedly, teach each other, and
convey where the most bountiful
feeding grounds are that they have
come across during the day, she
explained.
Since it is post-breeding season
the birds are at ease; they are no
longer worried about space or
territory, Berman explained. Their
loud song may be a way of
communally manifesting their
freedom and comfort, she said.
She also offered the theory that
the birds seek safety from predators
by congregating in groups. Because
other birds of prey will readily
attack them, the starlings enter and
leave this tree in one abrupt and
dense fast-flying formation, said
Berman.
So the next time you're walking
up that path after a late night of
studying and confronted with this
bedlam of shrill sharps and flats,
don't worry; it's just our resident
starlings telling us "we're relaxing
now and everything is going well
here; everything is at peace."
Vurnues
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Mission Statement. . .
(Continued from page 1.)
Mission Statement. The
EPC decided to spend the year
1989-1990 working with the faculty
trying to develop an integrated
report and set of recommendations
for the Board of Trustees.
After a year's deliberation, the
Faculty Meeting, by nearly
unanimous vote, endorsed the
report Planning for Excellence,
which contained an affirmation of
the basic themes of the Mission
Statement and a set of clear
priorities for the College.
In its final report on the mission
of the College to Father Brooks in
the spring of 1989, the Ad Hoc
Committee wrote that the Mission
Statement was intended to be
"invitational and inclusive, while
avoiding surrender to live-and-let-
live toleration or to an ideology
which makes pluralism the final
answer to conflicting ideas."
The Committee further stated in
this report that while the College
has achieved a high level of
excellence, there is still no
consensus of what constitutes ideal
liberal arts, Jesuit, and Catholic
education. This notion of
questioning any assumption of what
these terms mean is evident in the
first paragraph of the text
consisting of three preliminary
questions.
Prof. David O'Brien, chair of the
Ad Hoc Committee, said the real
strength of the Statement lies in this
list of opening questions, which he
believes makes this Statement
different from any other.
"To begin with the questions is
to suggest that the 'Jesuit', the
'Catholic', and even the 'liberal arts'
are all up for grabs," said O'Brien.
"There is no clarity or certainty in
any of these things."
fundamental reason" they chose to
include the opening sentence was
"to reaffirm the rich Jesuit heritage
of the College."
"What makes Holy Cross
distinctive is that it is immersed in
the Jesuit Catholic tradition, and we
are continually faced with the
challenge of renewing that heritage
and handing it on," said Kce.
The Ad Hoc Committee will
"What makes Holy Cross
distinctive is that it is immersed
in the Jesuit Catholic tradition,
and we are continually faced
with the challenge of renewing
that heritage and handing it
on."
O'Brien said the inclusion of the
opening sentence stating that Holy
Cross is "by tradition and choice, a
Jesuit liberal arts college" was
necessary partly because parents and
the trustees want to hear a
reaffirmation of this theme as early
in the text as possible.
Prof. James Kee, Associate Dean
of the College and member of the
Committee, said the "more
•••
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meet with representatives of the
SGA some time next week. At this
point, Mike Sullivan '92, co-chair of
the SGA, considers the Statement
"overly vague."
"A mission statement must be
able to encompass the many
different issues of the times," said
Sullivan. "A statement has to take
some specific positions."
More
students
attacked
By MIKE CULLITY
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
At approximately 2:30 a.m. on
Sunday November 10, two Holy
Cross students and their guest were
assaulted by two persons on College
Street outside Linden Lane.
The perpetrators were in a
brown Chevorolet Camaro with
Massachusetts plates.
Lt. Neil Carmody of Campus
Security reported, "The assault
occurred on College St., so it is
being handled by the Worcester
Police." Carmody said that Security
has a description of the suspect, but
is still looking for information about
the vehicle.
"Our role in it right now is to
work with the Worcester Police,"
Carmody said.
Investigating officer Nelson
Quinones of the WPD could not be
reached for comment.
Any students with information
concerning the brown CheveroletCamero or the perpertrators are
urged to contact campus security.
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POLICE
BLOTTER
10/29/91 Fie ldhouse-Med ical
assistance given to student injured
playing ball.
10/31/91 Hanselman-Medical
assistance given student who fell in
his room.
10/31/91 Disturbance in
MuIledy-differences resolved.
11/01/91 Health Service
Disturbance-Security responded -
incapacitated student was
transported to the hospital.
11/01/91 Alumni Basement - All
Seasons Services reports candy
machines vandalized and product
removed.
11/02/91 Dina nd Library-found
wallet returned to owner.
11/03/91 Lehy-assisted
incapacitated student.
11/03/91 Fenwick Theatre-fire
alarm activated by smoke from prop
in play. Maintenance modified
system for play.
11/03/91 Healy-student reported
his room vandalized by a fire
extinguisher discharged, room left
unlocked.
11/01/91 Hogan Campus Center-
two students assisted for alcohol
abuse - transported to hospital.
11/03/91 Mulledy-responded to a
disturbance at 1:05 . a.m. -two
students left campus.
11/04/91 4:40 p.m. Fieldhouse-
removed two youths for trespassing.
11/05/91 Student Lot #1-motor
vehicle towed-frve outstanding
violations and no decal.
11/05/91 Kimball supervisor
reported larceny from a workers
jacket. Change purse found in
Ladies Room, money missing.
11/03/91 2:20 a.m. Two pizza
delivers removed from campus-not
authorized to deliver on campus.
11/06/91 Dinand Library-coin
operated machine vandalized in
basement-money and product
- removed.
11/06/91 Alumni-report of nine
bottles of wine for wine tasting
event stolen from storage room.
11/07/91 Hogan Center-found
property-a broken marble cross
from a grave yard, found found
outside the radio station. Cross
marker returned to St. John's
Cemetary, Cambridge Street.
11/09/91 Healy-incapacitated
student assisted at 3:00 a.m.
Transported to Health Services.
11/10/91 Assault and Battery-
three students • reported being
assaulted on College Street while
walking home from an off-campus
party. Subjects operating a brown
Chevy Camaro. One subject short
dark hair, second subject:
investigating.
11/10/91 Hogan Center-property
found by cleaning service-returned
to owner.
11/11/91 12:40 p.m.-Medical
assistance to employee who had a
diabetic reaction.
11/11/91 Medical assist to
student who was injured from a
snowball.
SAA Spotlight
By CHRISTINE SCHAEFFER
SPECIAL TO NEWS
Let's start with the facts: Butch
likes booze. Candi likes Butch.
Candi doesn't like booze, but
something has got to give. At first
Candi thought she could deal with
it. She figured she would be able to
divert Butch's attention from alcohol
to herself. Unfortunately, this was
not the case.
After a few dates, Candi liked
Butch so much that she started to
accept his behavior, unwittingly
making his problems her own. One
time after Butch got into a drunken
brawl, Candi explained to their
concerned friends that it was not his
fault. After all, he had a really
rough week and just hadn't been
himself that night.
Having thought about what had
happened, she began to blame
herself. Maybe if she hadn't started
that argument about his slipping
grades, he would not have gotten so
drunk that night. While she worried
about his drinking problem, she
blamed herself for his actions.
As the weeks went by, she did
everything in her power to please
him. She needlessly apologized and
unconditionally forgave him for
whatever actions he took. Her
friends started to notice that Candi
was no longer herself; not only were
her grades slipping but her peppy
personality seemed to have
vanished,
Unfortunately, her • obsessive
worrying had done nothing to help
poor Butch. It only made things
worse for all involved.
Get the terminology straight:
Candi is a co-dependent. Butch is
an alcoholic. They both have serious
problems, and the first step to
recovery is recognizing their
problems. Butch could be your
roommate, a member of your family,
or a friend.
If you can relate to Candi's
situation, you are not alone. Talk to
someone about it (e.g. a friend,
SAA or RA, a Chaplain, or anyone
with whom you feel comfortable).
Butch's problems are not your
problems, and you have to help
yourself before you can help him.
LSAT
GMAT
MCAT
GRE
The
Princeton
Review
COURSES MEET ON
HOLY CROSS CAMPUS!
CAI TODAY
617/277-5280
Cross-registration
The cross registration program
and free shuttle buses provide
important benefits to students at the
Colleges of Worcester. The benefits
to taking advantage of the cross
registration program are many.
Students may take courses that are
not offered at their home institutions
in academic and perhaps social
settings.
Beginning in Fall, 1991, the
member colleges and universities of
the Worcester Consortium for Higher
Education will begin a new cross
registration process whereby students
will be given two options to register
for courses at other member
institutions.
The new procedure will allow
students to preregister for courses
thus providing students the
opportunity to plan their cross
registered course at the same time
they are arranging their schedules at
their home institution.
During a week set aside each
semester at the end of all home
preregistration periods, students may
sign up for courses at other member
institutions. Students will be notified
immediately if they are accepted into
the course. For the 1992 Spring
Semester, preregistration for cross
registered courses will occur the week of
December 2-6, 4991 with the exception
of Holy Cross where preregistration will
take place the week of December 9-13.
Students may also continue to
cross register under the old system
which provides times for course
registration at the beginning of each
semester. Registration dates are
published in an Academic Calendar
brochure published by the Worcester
Consortium.
The procedure is simple. Students
must complete a cross registration
from which is available in the
colleges' registrars offices. After
getting the necessary signatures at
their home institution, the form is
brought to the Registrar's office of
the (host) institution where the
student plans to take the course.
Upon submitting the completed form
to the registrar, the student will know
before he leaves the office if he has
been accepted into the course.
The following rules apply for cross
registration eligibility:
-Students must be full time day
division students.
-Courses are open on a space
available basis subject to necessary
prerequisites.
-Students are responsible for
satisfying course requirements even
though calendars and regulations may
differ among Consortium institutions.
Course listings and a master list of
all courses offered each semester at
participating institutions are available
in the registrars' offices. The
academic calendar brochure is
distributed to all students and faculty
through campus mail boxes and/or
registration packets.
For further information on the
cross registration program, contact
the registrars offices and the
Worcester Consortium office.
CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS
Spring Break: Cancun, Bahamas
from $259 includes round trip air, 7
nights hotel, parties, free admission,
hotel taxes and MORE! Organize a
Mary Kay Products Skin care
glamour. Holiday men's skin care,
call Elaine Robinson 832-2911
Financial Aid available immediately!
Special grants program. Every
student eligible. No one turned
down. Simple application. Send
name, address and a dollar. (P H
fee - refundable)to: Student
Services, PO Box 22-4026,
Hollywood, FL 33022
Free ski and travel, organize spring
break and ski programs, earn $$$.
Call Bill or Mark at Sno
Search/Sunbound 1-800-BEACH-15
SPRING BREAK REPS!!!!!
Earn FREE TRIPS HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica from $369. Call now Take
A Break Student Travel (800) 328-
SAVE (Boston)
Problem pregnancy? We can help.
Free confidential pregnancy test with
sympathetic experienced counselor.
Call 755-4130 anytime.
AUTUMN CHASE PENTHOUSE
FOR RENT YOU'VE SEEN THE
REST NOW GET THE BEST
AVAILABLE JUNE 1, 1992 TWO
BEDROOMS, LIVING ROOM,
DINING ROOM, KITCHEN,
ELEVATOR, SECURITY,
CATHEDRAL CEILINGS,
E POSED BRICK WALLS, AIR
CONDITIONING, PARKING.
CALL MRS. BRADLEY AT 1-508-
563-9151
SPRING BREAK '92 PANAMA
CITY BEACH - SELL THE
MIRACLE MILE RESORT
EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY
THE MOST POPULAR BEACH
LOCATION! EARN THE MOST
MONEY! EARN FREE TRIPS!
CALL JENNY: 1-800-558-3002
Condo for rent - Autumn Chase -
Old school renovation, 926
Southbridge Street, loft style
apartment, furnished, all appliances,
$575 per month, 3 people max.
Available immediately till July '92
835-2066
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Thoughts while packing
Okay, so everyone knows the
truth about the Crusader now. I
want to make it clear that any
statements construed as evidence of
this mascot's egomania were
misquoted. What I said was: "You
can't show me anyone on this planet
or in this galaxy who's more into
this school than me." With that
settled...
Greetings from Ireland! Yes, as
you voraciously pour through The
Crusader this afternoon, 150 or so
football players, band members,
cheerleaders, assorted dignitaries,
and you know who are parading
through the streets of Limerick. All
this in the name of the biggest
overseas party Holy Cross was ever
invited to. You didn't think this was
about football, did you?
If you did think it was about
football, you may be asking yourself
or your neighbor, "Why Ireland?
Why fly 4000 miles across the ocean
when we can stomp the stuffing out
of Fordam right here on our
beloved Fitton Field? Besides we've
only had two tailgates this year as it
is!"
Not that I ever mean to bite the
hand that feeds me (Financial Aid
Office) but weren't we trying to de-
emphasize athletics? My crack
statistician and roommate calculated
that this trip will cost about 520
hours of class time. At $50 per class,
that's well over what it costs Mom
and Dad to send us here for an
entire year. I was quickly reminded
by that selfsame roommate that Fr.
Brooks never pledged to de-
emphasize international travel and
tourism. Point well taken.
Before I do take off, I must say
that the intellectual atmosphere on
the homefront looks vibrant. I
actually agreed with Jim Mullins'
column last week. I do feel that Liz
Trainor was taken far more
seriously by thoughtful individuals
than she deserved, but she certainly
added to the discourse. We must
become impassioned by the issues
Board overwhelmingly this week -
big triumph for democracy and
mature responsibility there... George
Bush decided to stay home after
Thornburgh's drubbing in
Pennsylvania and deal with domestic
problems instead of continent-
hopping... A good friend pointed out
that when you come right down to
it, none of us would be at Holy
Cross were it not for the Church -
another point well taken.
The Crusader - er, Pete, is going
to work on his identity crisis. I know
everybody else is just as upset as I
am that the sword (did Maureen
"Why fly four-thousand miles across the ocean when we
can stomp the stuffing out of Fordham right here on our
beloved Fitton Field?"
that mean the most to us, but
striking out blindly only makes us
look bad. As a community, though,
we are winning some battles against
apathy this year.
For those who read this column
religiously (no cracks about the
adverb choice, please), I have some
updates. The Financial Aid
treatment situation is being pursued
through the proper administrative
channels and response thus far has
been positive... Loyola residents
passed the Student Conduct Review
ANGRY YOUNG MAN I Dan McLaughlin
Haugh mention it was real?) won't
make it through customs. How am I
supposed to face the Ram now? Not
with a plastic toy, I guarantee you.
Anyway, have a great weekend. Get
up and watch the game Saturday.
Those who choose to tailgate
anyway will find a way. Save me a
copy of this terrific newspaper, and
please don't mind that I was off the
wall this week: most of my thoughts
were thousands of miles away. 
Peter O'Malley is a columnist for
The Crusader.
Markets over military
The American economy is stalled
today. As inevitably happens to
capitalist economies from time to
time, we are m need of new
markets. Part of this can come from
a restoration of consumer
confidence and return to high
employment, which will bolster the
domestic economy. But much of
what America produces today is not
consumer goods but consumer and
business services; American
expertise is most notable in law,
medicine, information, computer
technology, government bureaucracy,
fmancial services, tele-
communications, fast food, mass
entertainment, and of course
armaments.
While the worldwide arms
market is not a growth market (nor
is it in our best interest to try to
stimulate it), all the other services
depend upon the „growth of a world
economy that features a large
middle class and a high degree of
economic activity. America can
become the white-collar brain trust
of a burgeoning world market - if
the development of that market can
be stimulated.
One of the areas of the world
most willing and in need of
economic development is sub-
Saharan Africa. Africa's economies
are weak, having little but drought-
prone subsistence farming and a few
staple crops and minerals to support
a.growing population. Thus there is
little internal economic resiVance to
foreign involvement. In addition, the
collapse of the Soviet bloc has left
many African states adrift without
the economic aid formerly supplied
by their Communist allies (as well as
with threats of lost Western aid due
to the decline of Cold War interest.
in the Third World) and has
persuaded a number of regimes to
abandon outmoded Marxist ideology
in favor of a posture more
hospitable to foreign investment.
that merely supplies raw materials to
more prosperous states.
Second, unlike some of our
economic rivals, our government
possesses at least the theoretical
ideal of fair play and moral scruples.
If we translate these often ignored
ideals into a prudent and far-sighted
economic policy we can do things
for Africa that the Japanese (the
economic power most involved in
currently in African economics) can't
in terms of real development.
"we can insure stable democracies much more effectively
by creating stable economies then by relying solely on our
military might."
President Bush in recent years
has received a steady stream of
visiting heads of state from the
"forgotten continent" almost begging
for some form of western economic
involvement. The African continent,
with its wealth of labor, new
markets, and natural resources,
stands more than ready for some
foreign power to exploit it.
So why America? First, because
of the nature of the American
economy, it is in our best interest to
focus on real development rather
•that 18th century mercantilistic
exploitation. We can best sell the
services that we truly excel at by
promoting real industrial
development and decent wages,
which will create genuinely
productive economy rather than one
Third, we have the diplomatic
expertise and military power to
protect our policies from the
vagaries of Third World politics; we
can generate much good will by
coatinuing our current policy of
disassociating ourselves from
internal insurgents such as UNITA.
Fourth, we've always tried to
promote democracy; we can ensure
stable democracies much more
effectively by creating stable
economies than by relying solely on
our military might.
Fifth and finally, we can go back
to the roots of American society.
The "original sin" of American
politics, foreshadowing our
tendencies towards imperialism
abroad and divisive racial politics at
Top Ten Reasons
Not To Go To
Ireland
10. You don't want to miss the
special appearance of Spock on this
week's "Next Generation."
9. People urinate on the blarney
stone anyway.
8. Fear resulting from an
emotionally scarring experience
with a Kimball baked potato.
7. You have to stand in line at
Strawberries for U2's new album,
"Achtung, Baby."
6. "Erin-Go-Bra" night at the
Lamplighter.
5. Hey, there are more Irish-
Catholic people here at this school
than all of Ireland!
4. At least at Kimball, you don't
have to eat cornbeef and cabbage,
and you can chow on your Lucky
Charms in the privacy of your own
dining hall.
3. Marching band has been
rightfully targeted by IRA whackos.
2. Who'll want to miss the Sex-and-
Irish Coffee discussion of "Jungle
Fever?"
1. As if it's fun to watch "Irish
McGladiators."
home was the African slave trade.
Racial political and economic
inequalities are still a bitterly
divisive issue in our political
structure. By turning our focus back
to Africa we can:
1) Begin to repair the damage done
by the West to sub-Saharan Africa.
2) Put to productive use our
knowledge of African culture, thus
creating a market ideally suited for
ambitious African-Americans who
have found obstacles to economic
advancement at home.
3) Bring ourselves a better
undetstanding of peaceful co-
operation between Western and
African cultures, which is sorely
lacking in American society.
Of course, this sort of "dollar
diplomacy" won justly deserved
infamy in the early part of this
century; if we are unwilling to put
the necessary effort into regulation
such expansion it will once again fail
to create real development.
continent has its problems as well.
Starvation, tribal hostilities, crushing
government debts, and a massive
AIDS epidemic have weakened the
region's stability badly. But all these
things can be moderated by the
expansion of prosperity and
American technology.
The African people are
desperate for opportunities; if we
can find it in ourselves to offer
them, we can all profit from the
experience.
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ON THE BRINK I Mark R. Dursin
Portrait of the confused artist
The Crusader/M. ffie6+ Jr.
This man's mind is unbelievable.
DANIEL JAMES WETZEL
Date of Birth: 3/9/72
Place of Birth: New Platz, New
York
Favorite Breakfast Cereal: Granola
Most people know Dan Wetzel as
The Crusader's avant-garde
cartoonist, whose mind has spawned
such cult favorites as "Purple
Sneakers" and *A Lost Frog's
Paradise.* What many people may
not know is that, citing financial
reasons, Dan will not be returning
to Holy Cross next semester. Since
he has only one more issue left on
his contract, I thought we all should
have the opportunity to see what
makes this man Wetzel-- and see if
he's going to explode any time soon.
Op-Ed; Now, what are your parents
like?
Dan: My parents aren't too wacky.
My dad (Joe) is an electrical
engineer-- You can't get any more
normal than that. My mom's a
registered nurse, and now she's
teaching at my brother's grade
school.
Op-Ed: Hmrnmm. Were they big
flower children in the sixties or
somethin& maybe..?
Dan: Well, maybe for a few months.
They really weren't that hippyish,
no. It's actually a known fact that if
you have two normal parents, they'll
have a weird kid.
Op-Ed: I think I may subscribe to
that theory myself Well, how about
yourself? Have you ever taken any
psychotropic drup or anything hie
that?
Dan: You're just trying to figure out
why I'm so weird. I'm reminded of a
quote by Satvadore Da (surrealist
painter): "I don't do drugs. I am
drugs." See, I'm very philosophical.
To me, life is a mixture of reality
and dreams. I just put more
emphasis on the dream state of my
mind. It's not that I think about this
all the time, but people say I'm
weird, so I have to come up with
theories. My theory is that most
people take in information pretty
accurately, and then they recall it
pretty much the way it is. Now,
when I take in something, it gets all
jumbled and twisted in my mind, so
when I recall it, it's an image that's
been changed. Similar to dreams--
twisted reality.
Op-Ed: So is that the thought
process for your cartoons?
Dan: The process works best when I
don't try. It's like... divine
intervention. It just happens, comes
to me. That's when people
understand, that's when I have the
best jokes.
Op-Ed: So, no Electroshock
Therapy or anything like that?
Dan: Not yet.
Op-Ed: What was the germ, the
original idea for "Purple Sneakers?"
What's that all about?
Dan: It's actually a theory on life.
My older brother Dave, my foremost
critic, helped me out with the idea.
He came up with "Purple Shoes"--
and I thought, "Hey, I like that. It's
weird. People will visualize it and
remember it." Then I thought of the
Turtle-guy-- he never really had a
name. I've always been at a loss to
find a name. Some people call him
Purple Sneakers, but that's not his
name. It's more of his philosophy.
It's like someone calling you
"Strange Mark"... something like
that.
Op-Ed: Well, I don't know about
that... what is this philosophy
exactly?
Dan: Purple Sneakers is a way of
living. It's finding that one thing that
makes you happy, so that you never
need any more material goods.
Everything else is insignificant. No
fancy cars, boats-- you have your
Purple Sneakers. It's that one thing
that everyone should strive for.
Op-Ed: Do you have a pair of
Purple Sneakers?
Dan: Not yet. I'd really like a pair.
Then I think of something my
mother told me over the phone
recently, "Happiness is not
something you should look for, it
just happens."
Op-Ed: What about "Lost Frog's
Paradise?" What's going on there?
Dan: The humor in "Lost Frog's
Paradise" is very simple and
superficial. So much so that it's
overlooked. My friends get
frustrated, but at least I now they're
still reading it. My goal is to
entertain, not necessarily be funny.
Op-Ed: By the way, have you ever
been called a misogynist? Racist?
Anything Me that?
Dan: No... why?
Op-Ed: Just curious.
Dan: No, the only complaint I get is
that people don't understand them.
Op-Ed: Say, is there any tensions
between you and Brian Gunn, of
That One Guy" fame?
Dan: No, we love each other. But
he's very elusive.
Op-Ed: What's your history as far as
cartooning goes?
Dan: My first publication was in the
sixth grade, in a small local paper
called the Hugonaut Herald.
"Wetzel's World"-- I didn't name it,
they did. It ran from the fall of my
sixth grade to Christmas of seventh
grade. Weekly thing. It was in the
school section.
Op-Ed: Do you think you have any
future in this business?
Dan: My all-time goal is to be a
cartoonist. And I'm cocky about it. I
just want to make society a better
place-- I think that's the role of the
artist. Any artist-- painter, poet... I'm
also an amateur poet, by the way.
Someone once told me that my
poetry is very Zennish. I'm not
really sure what that means. I just
want to make people happy, to
entertain. I think that my simple
puns are as funny and as meaningful
as my political or social statements.
And I think that a cartoonist is as
much of an artist as, say, a da Vinci.
Some people call cartooning "low
art" as opposed to "fine art." Well,
neither one is greater, there's no
such thing as "low art"-- just
different types of art.
Op-Ed: Any remorse about leaving
this place?
Dan: Absolutely. It's real easy to
make friends here. And the
intellectual atmosphere is
unbelievable. I just wonder if where
I go will match that.
Op-Ed: Will you be sending a few
cartoons back our way?
Dan: Doubt it. I have to move on
wherever I go.
Op-Ed: Not a one?
Dan: Well, maybe. If people want to
see them.
Op-Ed: One last question. What
would you consider to be your creed
or your epitaph?
Dan: I believe dreams are more
potent than reality. No, don't quote
me on that. I'm very confused with
life. Every time you learn something,
there's another question. Always
searching for another answer-- that's
what life seems to be. There's a lot
I want to do-- writing, maybe writing
kids' books, animation, comics. It
reminds me of a story by Robert
Fulghum, who said that people
always ask him what he does, as if
it's one thing. It's not one thing. If
people ask me what I do, I just want
to hand them a card that says,
"Wetzel." What I do is what I am.
Actually, I stole that from Fulghum.
Maybe by the time I die I'll think of
a decent epitaph on my own.
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Official Airport Limousine
Service of Holy Cross
KNIGHT'S AIRPORT td 00
LIMOUSINE SERVICE Niv-wl
Door to Door To & From Logan
7 DAYS A WEEK 4:00 AM TO 11:30 PM
FOR RESERVATIONS & INFORMATION
STUDENTS CALL:
WORCESTER AREA:
839-6252
MASS. TOLL FREE: USA TOLL FREE:
1-800-227-7005 1-800-822-5456
TAKE $4.00 OFF REGULAR
FARE ONE WAY TO OR FROM
LOGAN AIRPORT FROM
HOLY CROSS CAMPUS
MAY NOT BE USED WITH
OTHER DISCOUNTS. WITH
GROUPS OF 2 OR MORE
REGULAR GROUP RATES
WILL APPLY.
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From Our Xears:
Achieving a global perspectiveDoctoring with suicide
To the Editor
One of the fastest growing moral
and ethical issues that America faces
is active euthanasia. Washington
State last week voted whether a
doctor would have to assist
terminally ill patients to commit
suicide. Yet, how many at Holy
Cross have even thought about
mercy killing? Are we so far from
death that we never think about it?
Inevitably, more and more states
will vote on such measures forcing
us to make a decision. We need to
know what active euthanasia is all
about.
At Holy Cross, every week
GERP, NEED, and SAA
organizations flood students with
their "facts of the week." Here's a
new fact from The New York Times
(11/4/91), "64 percent of those
questioned in Boston favored doctor
assisted suicide."
Steve DiMittia, president of the
BJF Debate Society, I challenge
your organization to address this
topic at Holy Cross. Bring this
discussion to Mount Saint James
and encourage an intellectual
exchange. The BJF could play a
major role in educating the campus
about the ethical and moral
implications surrounding euthanasia.
The BJFs first public debate
mockingly discussed how the campus
alcohol policy limits freedom of
expression. Can your organization
now wrestle with another, more vital
freedom of expression issue -
choosing to die?
But please, President DiMittia,
do not allow administrators to rule
over you on how to run this event.
Do not shy away from the
controversy. Rather, organize
yourself well. Members from
Boston's chapter of the Hemlock
Society would be all too glad to
come to this Catholic campus and
raise the issue of the right to death.
Boston College now boasts a leading
Catholic ethicist, namely, Father
John Paris, S.J.. I am sure this
former Holy Cross Jesuit would
return at such a request. Do give
these people a call.
Holy Cross will graduate some
700 students come May, among
them future doctors, lawyers,
educators, and citizens. It would be
a scandal if Holy Cross never made
it possible for them to hear the pros
and cons of this issue.
John G. Balboni, '92
To the Editor:
As a student passes through Holy
Cross, he/she can expect to receive a
well-rounded education with a base of
knowledge that ranges from the
humanities to the sciences. This is the
essence of a liberal arts college. The
role a diverse student body plays in
the development of a well-rounded
education is essential, as we learn
from one another as much as we
learn in the classroom. Interaction
between students of different cultural
backgrounds provides students at
Holy Cross with the opportunity to
see issues from different points of
view, allowing for the opportunity to
question or re-evaluate issues from a
more worldly perspective.
In a world where racial problems
stem from fear and ignorance,
diversity in the academic population
insures a positive racial interaction.
Through education, the wall of fear
that has suppressed individuality can
be destroyed, and the American
"melting pot" can become a "stew"
where different ingredients with their
characteristic tastes and textures
interact to enhance the richness of
flavor. This purpose is the root of the
Black Student Union (BSU), the
Latin American Student Association
(LASO), and the Asian Students for
International Awareness (ASIA).
Although multi-cultural student
organizations have been accused of
being separatist as a result of their
TWO TWO
TWO LIFTS IN
111
GET A LIFT FROM PETER PAN BUS LINES
PLUS A LIFT TIC TO SKI STRATTON!
Give yourself a
lift to affordable
skiing this winter
with the Peter Pan
Ski Express! One
fabulously low pack-
age price includes a
hassle-free, comfortable
roundtrip coach ride to
Stratton Mountain, plus
an all-day lift ticket to
great skiing on southern
Vermont's highest peak.
Check out the departure point
too''
w30.01.0
nearest you, then call
1/800-237-8747, ext. 270,
for reservations.
And remember, even if
you don't need a lift to the
mountain, you can save
every day on lifts up the
mountain with Stratton's
$10 College Discount
on all-day lift tickets!
Current. college ID
required.
negative stance on cultural
integration, this is not at all the case.
What these groups stand for is pride
based on difference; interaction and
cultural exchange are their missions.
These groups do not propose to
splinter the Holy Cross community
but rather hope to strengthen it. Only
through learning from other people's
differences, and understanding their
cultures, can one hope to understand
one's own culture. It is only through
this interaction that students at Holy
Cross, or anyone for that matter, can
hope to become a man or a woman
for others. On Wednesday Nov. 20th,
there will be a panel on Diversity at
Holy Cross at 8 p.m. in the Hogan
Ballroom.
Rosanne Prats '94
Calvin Ho '93
Colin Homiski '93
Marian Bradshaw '93
George Wimberly '92
Casey Quan '92
Loren Ferre '92
Gonzalo Zebullos '92
Stripping down
sexuality
To the Editor:
We would like to express our
concern with what seems to be
emerging as a new "tradition"
during Senior Weekend: strippers at
the bachelor/bachelorette parties.
We believe that as a community of
women and men for others, we
ought to reconsider this practice.
To be women and men for others is,
at the most basic level, to respect
and enhance our common humanity.
Our sexuality is one of our
greatest and most powerful gifts.
When used appropriately, it enables
us to grow in respect and love for
one another. It invites us to
become fully human.
Because it is such a powerful gift,
however, when we misuse or abuse
our sexuality and the sexuality of
another person, the damage we do
is great. To hire a stripper is to
participate in a larger culture that
reduces persons of the opposite sex
to objects. Such behavior
dehumanizes us, the very opposite
of what our sexuality was intended
for. Perhaps we sound too uptight
to you. If this is the case, imagine
someone you love, whose humanity
you cherish, as the stripper-- your
mother or father, sister or brother,
your future spouse or even yourself.
Does it still sound like an
appropriate or lifegiving use of one's
sexuality?
Senior Weekend has the
potential to be a wonderful way to
bring a class together, to reminisce,
and kick off your final year together.
It is our hope that in planning this
weekend, that the class of '93 and
those that follow will find more
appropriate and lifegiving ways to
celebrate, ways that better reflect
the values we strive to embrace at
Holy Cross.
Kim McElaney
Michael Ford, S.J.
Peter McGrath, S.J.
Joseph LaBran, S.J.
Marybeth Kearns-Barrett
The College Chaplains
_ _ _
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Things that make you smile
Usually this editorial is based on things that should be changed at
the school. But, The Crusader Editorial Board has decided to write
a list of things that make us smile, things that we wouldn't change.
-Coach Duffner and the football program
-Father Labran retreat
-The front of th
-The campus in
-Lobby shop pe
-Crashing BDB:
-Kimball movie
-Preregistration
-The people (H AREN'T THAT BAD)
-Red, the Kimb
-The Spud Prog
-The Holy Cros: at night
-The number "2
-WCHC, 88.1
-Sense of humor on campus
-The Stem elevat-
-Stein's faculty lo
-Texaco at 230 ir .ning
-Sunsets from the r of Hogan
-All the journals us
-IBL and !FL
-That yellow pack n your P.O. box
-Tutorials and sen
-Saturday tailgate!
-Cape week
-Campus bands
-Freshman hall camaraderie
-Senior Weekend and 100 Days
-Three malls!
-Papa Gino's "All-U-Can-Eat" Pasta
-10:00 Mass
-All your friends waiting for you at Kimball
-Not having a class until 2:00
-Wheeler stickball
-The Pit in Fenvvick and the Blue Room
-College Square Pizza
)er, May and when it snows
pie, and the Hogan 2 workers
LETTERS POLICY
The Crusader welcomes letters from readers. Letters for
publication should be typed, double spaced, at approximately
41 characters per line, and must include the writer's name,
address, telephone number and signature.
Letters for publication should be mailed to The Crusader via
PO Box 32A or delivered to Hogan 505 so that they are
received by 7 p.m. on Tuesday of the publication week.
ST-RE K n..,
El 0
..ghtotir+ va....swere
Parade of two evils
Voters in Louisiana will soon
make what seems to be a choice
between two evils, former Klansman
David Duke or Edwin Edwards, a
Democrat with a history of gambling
and womanizing. Besides making
you wonder about what is going
through the heads of a lot of people '
in Louisiana, the Duke-Edwards
election raises a lot of important
issues.
David Duke has become a
serious embarrassment for the
Republican party. President Bush
and the White House staff have
gone out of their way not only to
distance themselves from Duke, but
also to label Duke as strictly "UN-
Republican." However, White House
spokesperson Martin Fitzwater was
hard pressed to cite specific issues
where a clear distinction can be
drawn between Duke's ideas and
those of the national party.
Rather than focus on the David
Duke of today, the Republican party
typically ends up dwelling on the
man of the past - a member of the
K.K.K. and American Nazi Party.
This makes the difference between
Bush and Duke pretty clear. While
Bush's dealings with the poor and
minorities has not been too good,
he can hardly be accused of being a
neo-Nazi.
If one examines the ideas and
campaign issues of David Duke and
compares them with those of
George Bush and many other
"mainstream" Republicans, however,
the distinctions become far less
clear.
It may indeed be true that David
Duke has realized the wrongs of his
past and has repented, although I
think it much more likely that his
"conversion" is more closely related
to political expediency than a moral
revelation. In any case, David Duke
has found a new batch of victims
toward whom hatred may be
directed. These new victims are easy
targets. Although they are a growing
percentage of our population, they
remain politically disenfranchised for
the most part. I am speaking, of
course, about the poor.
Although the phrase is already
becoming overused, it remains true
that these are difficult economic
times. Many members of the middle questilo
and working classes are finding being ti
themselves on the brink of financial eve1yt°4:
ruin - losing their jobs and homes. knowt a
The prospect of losing control of living"1.
their financial lives is a frightful prejuke
situation indeed. People feel to be sc
threatened and are moved to other •
protect "their own"; social cameo
compassion can easily come to be perhaFs
placed on a back burner: If
We need only look back to pre- David Di
World War II Germany to know serious P
that bad economy times can move it is 15 s
people to accept radical, of cletsil
unreasonable ideas. Sensing that the playng 1
,people were desperate for a far 10 C
"If any good Ls to come from Davitb314,
level of a serious political contender, PC
the moral bankruptcy of divisve pogiQ
scapegoat, Reagan, Bush and many by a illro
others were more than happy to friendlY I
furnish one. It beclo
The economy is in ruins because tactic roi
of high taxes, we were, and continue biga •
to be told. Although in reality pei ha
transfer payments to the poor make again
up a very small percentage of the intellii en
federal budget, welfare was seen as to tile,
to blame. Republicans quickly been wa
conjured up images of welfare forge Pc
cheats - people living the easy life at the fate
public expense. In an economically class ,ca
segregated society, stereotypes (no Hop0111
matter how false) quickly take root. able to
The politics of division has prejuttel
worked wonders for the evena c.----..
Republicans, as their dominance of coop
the presidency indicates. Economic The (h1
issues were easily transformed into a
weddi4
etc. ION
011,11 1ME oy wort
outsoric
lace
WE WEE5( you !ohpewit
seard!iii
elusigky
male%
there Vi
Letters are subject to editing for style, length, and taste.
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n of us vs. them - the "them"
the poor and the "us"
xly else (who like to be
as "those who work for a
• In the tradition of racial
CC, the new scapegoats came
seen as somehow alien or
- lazy, stupid. Our destinies
) be seen as separate or even
s opposed.
Iny good is to come from
Duke's rise to the level of a
political contender, perhaps
) show the moral bankruptcy
isive politics. The game of
blame the poor becomes
S enjoyable when it is played
)14ke's rise to the
Perhaps it is to show
ics. I I
••••• 
Inner Klansman rather than a
golfer from Kennebunkport.
3Mes far easier to see ,this
ror what it really is - sheer
naps the Democrats will once
lack the courage or
ence to create an alternative
:ruel class warfare which has
waged against the poor and
Policies of inclusion - where
te of the poor and middle
can be improved together.
1111Y, you and I will still be
U) break down walls of
jet between rich and poor
our leaders cannot.
4Paer Vogt is a contributor to
:rUsader.
10 can blame people for
t  to have their conventions,
41 receptions, proms, rodeos,
Ire at Holy Cross. After all, this
14 is an official arboretum, with
tiding facillities, and gads of
le, park-- Ha, ha. Just testing
tre• It's no secret that finding a
it space around here is like
44g for the Holy Grail. The
of parking spaces is only
lied by those maniacal folks out
kiho decide to park on the white
THOUGHTJOGGER I Christopher Cunniffe
Race, gender and toxic waste?
"If the teacher happens to be a
man of sense, it must be an
unpleasant thing to him to be
conscious, while he is lecturing his
students, that he is either speaking
or reading nonsense, or what is very
little better than nonsense."
-Adam Smith
Now, this is my third year here,
and I thought I had just about seen
everything Holy Cross had to offer
in the realm of intellectual
invention. I've pretty much adjusted
to the notion of feminist liturgies,
"Ecology and Liberation Theology"
lectures, "jungle fever" discussion
groups and social justice
symposiums. Heck, I wasn't even
that surprised to see the History
Department offer a seminar in the
"History of Sex." But, just when you
think you've seen it all...
"What can Anthropology tell us
about the Exxon Valdez disaster?"
Now, that is a good question. But,
here's a better one: "What do race,
class and gender have to do with
our response to toxic waste?"
Welcome to the world's latest
sociological construction: "The
Anthropology of Chronic
Technological Disasters."
Just in case you're not quite up
to speed with the rigors of social
awareness, "The personal and
collective changes in world view that
often result from chronic
technological disasters and social
reorganization that occurs in their
wake make such disasters
appropriate topics of concern for
the discipline of anthropology."
"Nuclear waste.., is a completely
different story."
Really? Are you sure this doesn't fit
under Classics? Now, that is
astonishing.
Word on the streets has it that
Valdez captain himself turned into a
socially conscious environmentalist
after glancing at the syllabus.
Apparently, the whole race issue
becomes intertwined because the
good captain was speeding the
tanker in order to beat one of his
pals back to port. That, of course, is
where the "select case studies" come
into play. You see, when the captain
hit the iceberg, he lost a case of
Stroh's as part of a friendly little
wager. As for class, the captain
certainly doesn't possess an ounce of
it.
Toxic waste has always been
closely linked with gender issues so I
think it safe to assume that my
enlightened understanding need not
be tapped in this regard. Nuclear
waste, as anyone schooled in basics
of "anthropological analysis" should
be well aware, is a completely
different story. Thus, the necessity to
include Peace Studies Concentrators
is self evident.
Chernobyl, however, throws a
monkey wrench into the typical
chronic nuclear disaster gender
analysis. Raisa Gorbachev's
documented reaction (that's
emotional, not atomic) provides us
with inv4luable anthropological data.
Such a discussion, however, is well
beyond the scope of any deviant
social theory explanation that I
could offer in this restricted space.
And frankly, I've got better
things to do with my time.
Wrong hook-up, bad connection
Relationship immaturity runs
rampant on the Holy Cross campus.
From the prospective of a first year
student, this blatant lack of
relationship skills is shocking. The
school's reputation for accepting
intellectually mature, hard working
students contradicts the emotionally
benign, gossipy "hook-up scene" that
rules the weekend social life. The
problems, however, do not end
here. Many students seem to have
an idealized picture of the perfect
boyfriend or girlfriend. In order to
even be given consideration for
dating, one must fulfill this
unrealistic picture on a superficial
level only.
The first of these idealized
characteristics that is prevalent on
campus is the physical stature of the
person -- his or her build and facial
features. Although physical
attraction cannot be denied in any
sexual relationship (as opposed to
purely platonic ones), it also cannot
be the basis of any long standing
relationship. Hopefully Holy Cross
students figure out that trust,
sensitivity, personality, spirituality,
honesty, compatibility and most of
all love must comprise the core of
any mature sexual relationship.
Unfortunately, many students build
up the idea of dating a person
based solely on his or her physical
attributes-- which most of the time
can be classified. as generically
pleasing. This usually ends in bitter
disappointment, frustration, or the
next issue... a one-night hook-up.
The psychology behind the one,
night "hook-up" can be categorized
as nothing but astounding. On one
hand, it is an expression of youthful
sexuality--the "pleasures of the
flesh." On the other hand, it is a
naive stab at forging a relationship
with someone who has been built up
in the person's mind as the end-all
be-all of partners. The "hook-up"
occurs as a result of the projection
of an ideal onto someone who
doesn't really embody any part of
the description outside the outward
persona. The continuancy of the
one night stand social life is a direct
result of the inadequacy of the
person to build a meaningful
relationship beyond the physical.
Once again, the enjoyment of a
hook-up cannot be ignored.
Frequently emphasized more by
males than females, the hook-up
allows for sexual appeasement that
is a physical necessity for eighteen
year old males. In order to express
this desire for sexual satisfaction in
the male, it is necessary to look
toward the history of Catholicism
and females. Influenced by
elementary Catholic school
lines instead of in between them, thus
insuring that the rest of the cars will
have to follow suit.
Moreover, any remaining scrap of
space is automatically snatched up by
these foreign conventioners and
three-piece suitors who invade this
campus on any given day who take
over like those other suitors of
Penelope in The Odyssey. Students
dish out fifteen bucks to park their
cars in lots that cannot accomodate
them. If anything, the money should
be paid to the residents of Caro
Street, Clay Street, or College Street,
since their roads are so overloaded
with students' cars that a tricycle
could hardly slide in between them on
any given day. The taste of nose-
nippin' Jack Frost and his showering
dandruff earlier this week portend
bleak times ahead for the parking
predicament. (Perhaps the school
should invest in a decent
Transportation system, a la Star Trek.
Ah, yes, it's all coming clear: "Beam
me up, Marker) 
education, many females have been
subject to the propagation of the
belief that pre-marital sex will result
in eternal damnation. In order to
clarify the generalization, one must
realize that, of course, not all males
have a greater sex drive than
females. Specific interaction of
environment and genes provide for
diversity within as well as outside of
gender. Age, as well as gender, is
often cited as being determinate of
sex drive. Women, as most
psychologists suggest, reach their
sexual peak at a later age than do
men. In any event, the act of
hooking up seems to become
negative only when it is embraced as
a lifestyle throughout college.
Otherwise, it functions as a healthy
and positive outlet for sexual tension
and social interaction.
The lifestyle that a majority of
Holy Cross students live is wrought
with hard work and intellectual
growth. It is evident, however, that
this maturation does not exist in all
areas of our school. The dating
scene emphasizes the point; on a
large scale, it ceases to exist because
students refuse to attempt to build
any type of relationship other than
purely physical hook-ups. What
exists then is a different type of
social ineptitude based upon
idealized mates and acceptability of
peers. The taboo nature of sexual
activity that blankets the campus
owes itself to the manifestation of a
belief system instilled into Catholics
(mostly girls) by the Church
authority (education, forced mass
attendance). Coupled with the
attraction of purely superficial
boundaries, the only sexual social
interaction falls short of even being
worth the effort... and the
frustration goes on...without the
existence of a satisfying relationship.
_
Jim Mullins is a columnist for The
Crusader.
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New opera, Rasa, raises campus eyebrows
By MARK SCHNEIDER
SPECIAL TO FEATURES
If you had asked those involved
with "Rasa" three months ago what
they were doing, chances are they
would not have been able to tell you.
Certainly, they knew "the big things,"
like "Rasa" was a contemporary opera
and that they had to do some pretty
weird stuff for rehearsal or that more
than likely, Lynn, the director,
probably was not perfectly sane but
other than that would have had great
difficulty telling you anything of much
substance.
This, however, is not difficult to
understand knowing that much of the
opera did not exist beyond general
images and ideas at the outset of the
production. It was up to the actors
themselves under the masterful
direction of Lynn Kremer Babcock to
bring the story to life.
The story of "Rasa" was based on
Bharati Mukherjee's Jasmine, The 
Kabir Book, translated by Robert Bly,
and Rabindranath Tagore's Gitanjali.
The opera chronicles the odyssey of a
young woman who escapes from the
passion and violence of her days as a
bride in rural India to a life in the
American heartland, where she
encounters different kinds of passion
and violence.
The opera features the soprano,
Maria Tegzes as the young woman,
Jasmine. The story opens with the
seven year-old Jyoti (Jasmine)
rejecting the prediction of an old
astrologer (Mark Diaz) who destines
her to widowhood and exile from her
home village in Hasnapur. In
Indonesian culture, such predictions
are not taken lightly and
unfortunately for Jasmine, the
predictions come true.
Her husband, Prakash Vijh, is
killed by a terrorist as he is preparing
to study in the United States.
Therefore, Jasmine vows to kill
herself in America, the country her
husband wanted so badly to reach.
She journeys to America and is raped
by the ship's captain, Half-Face
(Mark Gunn). She avenges herself by
murdering him. She then journeys to
New York City and falls in love with
Taylor (Mark Queirolo).
Catching a glimpse of Prakash's
murderer in New York, she runs away
to Iowa and becomes the lover of Bud
(Mark Gunn), whose child she will
bear. At the end of the opera,
Jasmine, with much resolve, leaves
Iowa for California.
These experiences shape her
identity as she adjusts to the varied
circumstances of her life in a world
that appears to swing from pre-
ordained destiny to self-
determination. It is for this reason
that there are three actresses and a
puppet portraying the main character
(Maria Tegzes, Mary McGoldrick,
Mary Sheridan, and Maria Jiminez as
the puppeteer). They each represent
a stage of growth in the character.
Therefore, leaving for California at
the opera's conclusion, she is "greedy
from wants and reckless from hope"
in love with the "adventure, risk,
transformation" through which she
has redefined herself as American.
According to John M. Rosenfield,
in his book India: Rasa and Raga, "...
rasa came to connote the ultimate
state of rapture produced in both
performers and audience by the
experience of a work of art" This
"ultimate state of rapture" was clearly
Cast members of Rasa take a bow.
achieved this past weekend at the
Fenwick Theatre.
Although the opera is altogether
different from most productions put
on here at Holy Cross, it is definitely
worth seeing. There are eight rasas
or emotional states according to
Indian aesthetic theory: love, courage,
loathing, anger, mirth, terror, pity,
and surprise. Through superb acting
and accompaniment, all these
emotional states are touched upon.
Three months ago, all those who
are involved in "Rasa" would have
never believed that they were capable
of producing such a wonderful work
of art, filled with such rich images and
life. Now, they can only marvel at
their accomplishment
The Cousaderl tCillian MacCarthy
Dreaming of a white Thanksgiving
Oingo Boingo's latest is alive
By KATIE HIRTLE
FEATURES STAFF
Well, it happened. Those first
flakes of frozen precipitation have
fallen upon us. While many welcome
this premature appearance of
winter, others dread the burdens of
the seemingly prolonged season.
At first it seemed as if the
precipitation was going to remain a
cold unpleasant rain, but as the day
progressed and the temperatures
dropped, the rain turned to sleet,
then to hail, and finally those shiny
flakes of white spread over Mount
Saint James.
"Somehow the snow
just puts a 'twinkle'
in our eyes."
For those who welcome the snow
it not only creates a picturesque
scene on campus as a sparkling
white blanket covers the already
beautiful buildings, it symbolizes the
beginning of a plethora of activities.
Skiing, sledding, and ice skating
quickly come to mind. (Sorry girls,
the traditional "First Snowfall
Streak" has been banned!) But the
snow rejuvenates the youthful spirit
in all of us as we engage in snowball
fights and other childish snow
games. Somehow the snow just puts
a *twinkle in our eyes.
But some of us don't see it this
way. For many, the snow is just
another one of Mother Nature's
punishments for all of humanities
sins. The fallen snow leaves behind
a dirty gray slush that only makes
that wonderful walk to Kimball
more cumbersome. These weather
conditions bring out .the klutz in
many of us as we awkwardly slip
and slide through the slush and
cautiously walk up the many icy
steps. It's time to abandon fashion
and break out the Sporto's, not to
mention the bulky wool coats and
ski jackets.
For those who were unprepared
for winter's early arrival, I can only
say...This is only the beginning.
Winter has yet to officially begin so
we can only imagine what we have
to look forward to in the months
looming ahead.
"White Christmas?... I think this
year we're destined for a "White
Thanksgiving!"
By DEIRDRE MAHER
FEATURES EDITOR
When The Clash came out with
"The Story of The Clash," I leapt with
joy. When the Ramones finally came
out with their "Ramonesmania"
collection, I sang with pleasure.
When Elvis Costello came out with
his "Best of..." potpourri, I cried tea-s
of XTC, because they came out with
their singles collection as well. And
now, Oingo Boingo, my favorite
Addams Family-type band, has its
"Best 0' Boingo" album, and I'm
happier than a pig in mud.
There's something about those
"Best or releases that makes me
smile... maybe that's because that's at
least four or five tapes per band I
won't have to buy. Oingo Boingo is a
great band, but I don't think I'd save
my pennies to buy a record I only
knew two or three songs on. So this
"collection" thing is terrific.., truly the
cat's meow.
Oingo Boingo is an eight-man
troupe from the west coast. Headed
by lead weird-man, Danny Elfman,
the band takes on all-time highs with
their eclectic, upbeat rhythms and
chillingly funny lyrics. Elfman is the
"genius" behind such movie scores as
"Edward Scissorhands" and
"Beetlejuice," as well as the composer
of "The Sitnpsons" theme song. No
strangers to cinema, they have also
been responsible for the song, "Weird
Science," and appeared in Rodney
Dangerfield's "Back To School."
This group sort of sounds out its
slightly sadistic side in such songs as
"No Spill Blood," "Wild Sex In The
Working Class," and the orgasmic
"Sweat." Oingo Boingo adds a sense
of out-of-breath restlessness to these
songs.
Just when you think Elfman's
going to choke from his panting or
pass out from his high-spirited high
jinx, the band eases into some very
enjoyable, less uppity songs, like
"Stay" and "Out of Control"
The album includes other
favorites like "Dead Man's Party,"
"Weird Science," "Gratitude," and
"Only a Lad." Most of their songs
share the bizarre fusion of death and
the party life, and well, if that's what
the afterlife holds for us, then we can
only thank these prophets of doom
and brew for their words when they
say in "No One Lives Forever': "Let's
have a party there's a full moon in the
sky,/ It's the hour of the wolf and I
don't want to die." There's no better
time than the present to have a good
time and to give "Best 0' Boingo" a
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SCORPIO (Oct 24-Nov. 22) If you celebrated a birthday this past
week, well then there's another year to add to your list oflonely
times. You are amazed by Jesus' latest miracle: the curing of the
ham. A Libra who has just undergone a kidney operation wonders
if she can get shoes to match her new bag.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec 21) Needless to say, you look pretty
sexy this week..in the dark, anyway. Your eyes bug-out when you
hear the news that Penis Van Lesbian had to change his name to
Dick Van Dike for show business reasons. A Gemini whose house
sort of smells puts some dead cats in the trash so he can get some
kitty litter.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) Try to be sincere to others this
week, even if you don't mean it. An obsession with split-pea soup
turns into an affair with something else equally disgusting. A Pisces
is upset to hear about Magic Johnson's misfortune, but that's what
you get for dribbling in public
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) Your love is flowing like a river this
week. A lonely guy wades into your life, but finds it much too cold.
He finally resorts to his master bait to get a bigger and better catch.
Realize now that Moby Dick is not a venereal disease. A big-
chested Cancer falls for you but is unable to get up.
PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) Gone are the days of wine and
women. An affair with Siamese Twins confounds you because they
are always talking about you behind your back.. maybe you just
can't come between those two. You wonder what all his racket is
about but then realize that that Virgo has contracted a serious case
of vitas geralitis.
ARIES (March 21-April 20) The change in the weather makes you
a little queasy and you decide against the liposuction, though it
would do you a world of good. You realize now that your nose is
beautiful.. after all, it is hand-picked. A Cancer tells a one-legged
hitchhiker to hop in.
TAURUS (April 21-May 21) A feeling of satisfaction comes over
you after a trip to the bathroom... that bowel movement was
downright moving. Feeling good-natured and rather altruistic, you
decide to send Ray Charles some tickets to a Marcel Marceau
concert A leper tells a woman of ill repute to keep the tip. A
slightly sadistic Leo mistakes his legless dog for a cigarette and
takes it for a drag.
GEMINI (May 21-June 21) That romantic guy grabs you by the
love-handles and takes you for a spin but is crushed by the weight
of it all. The statue of Abe Lincoln at the library leaves you
wondering whether he was as honest as all that.. he looks like a
pretty shady character under that glass case. An Aquarius is upset
to find that his nose runs faster than he can.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) Think about buying that bag in the
window, if only to put over your head. You wonder if Jesus' last
words were really, "Say Mary, can you hand me my fiats? These
spikes are killing me." A Leo is concerned about his new purchase
-- he is worried his snow tires might melt.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 23) You see a goofy-looking guy with a pistol
pointed at his head and you sort of chuckle. "Don't laugh," he
warns, "you're next" Do not spend all night outside a whorehouse
waiting for the red light to tuin green. A Virgo wonders who took
the "1" out of public and, wow, that's pretty gross.
VIRGO (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) The stars of November twinkles gaily
on your ways, and you decide to take out an IRA while the interests
rates are favorable. You lock your girlfriend in the car and are
unable to find a coat hanger in order to get her out The maitre'd
asks if you have reservations.., that silly guy, you don't even look
like an Indian. An irate Aries tells you to get your tongue out of
her mouth because she's kissing you good-bye.
LIBRA (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) The movement of the planets makes you
dizzy and light-hearted in the moming...or maybe it was the
movement of something else on that dark, passionate night You
wonder if a 96 is two people ignoring each other. A Gemini who
happens to be a kleptomaniac is told by his doctor to take
something for it
Pirates set sail soon
Get tickets or walk the plank..
By TONY WOLF
SPECIAL TO FEATURES
Pirates! Fair Maidens!
Modern Major-Generals! Daughters
of Modern Major-Generals!
Policemen! Paradoxes and patter!
Piratical-maids-of-all-work! Yes,
that's right, all this and much much
more abounds in ACT's production
of Gilbert & Sullivan's musical satire
THE PIRATES OF PENZANCE!
Subtitled "The Slave of Duty," this
comic tour de force parodies
Victorian England's emphasis on
one's sense of duty taking precedence
over all consequences -- including
common sense.
Performances run from
Friday Nov. 22 -- Monday 25 in
Fenwick Theatre. All shows begin at
8 pm, and there is an additional
matinee on Sunday at 2 pm which will
feature the understudies (in addition
to the evening performance with the
regular cast). Directed by Bruce
Miller and Stage Managed by Alex
Zequeira, Erin O'Brien, and John
Scgota, the show features Peter
Killeen, Greg Amerkanian, Jim
Braunstein, Stefane Farclla, Jenna
Dempsey, Janet Timmermann,
Leanne Mitchell, Julie Robertson,
Braden Mechley, and Jay Murphy in
leading roles. Tickets are on sale in
Hogan from 1-4 pm; $6 with HC ID
and $9 for non-HC'ers. Better get
'em quick, cause they're going fast!
Hubbub  on the Hill
By ANNIE LONG
FEATURES EDITOR'
1.JOE DE'S = LATE NIGHT --
Lately (no pun intended-ha ha) it
seems as if late nights are a thing of
the past. Everybody just ends up
going to Joe De's now. It's pretty
much a given fact that people will
always be there. In fact, I know
some people that just skip going out
to parties all together and just go to
Joe De's. It's not that bad though,
it's much more social than late
night, and heck of a lot easier to get
a beer.
2.HOW DEPRESSING -- I realize
that this is stupid, but I'm going to
say it anyway. I know that somehow
it will blend in with all my other oh-
so-intellectual comments. Anyway,
the other day I looked at my I.D., I
mean I REALLY looked at it. It
was so sad. I used to be tan. I am
a ghost now. How many days until
Spring Break?
3.IRELAND -- I'm so jealous. Why
can't we all go to Ireland? We
deserve it. What's so wrong with an
all-school vacation? It would be a
definite bonding experience. Very
educational. Unfortunately, I just
don't think that it will happen. Oh
well, maybe next year.
4.FATNECKS? -- Speaking of
Ireland, I'll say this while almost all
of them are gone. A lot of people
have told me that it's offensive to
call football players "fatnecks." I
guess I've never thought that it was
that bad, because I've heard football
players refer to one another as
fatnecks. But I guess that it's a little
different if I do it. But I don't
mean it in a derogatory way, it's just
kind of funny. Well, I think from
now on I'll refer to them as football
players. I don't want to
unintentionally offend anyone.
Phew. I feel much better now.
HILL -- Not to be self-referential or
anything, but are those sports
people a barrel of laughs or what?
Contrary to popular belief, no
offense was taken. Come on, I do
have a sense of humor. But the
real question is do they have what it
takes to write it EVERY week? I
doubt it, I mean they don't even eat
in Kimball. Or scope guys. So
there.
6.LET IT SNOW! -- I still can't
believe that it really snowed. It felt
like it was out of the Twilight Zone
or something. But the worst part
was that there was no streak. Just
some guys hanging out throwing
snowballs at the security cars that
were parked outside of Carlin and
Alumni. Pretty lame. No, very
lame.
7.STEIN LIGHTS OUT -- Why do
the lights in Stein always go out in
the middle of class? It's really
strange. What's wrong with having
normal light-switches? Just another
important question for you all to
ponder on a Friday afternoon.
8.RASA -- Weird. Weird. Weird.
9.BOYS IGNORE THIS... -- I would
love to know who writes on the
walls in the stalls of the girls
bathroom near the blue room. I've
never actually seen anyone bring a
pen in there with them. So how do
they do it? And why do they write
what they write? It's all so random.
Now don't all you guys that wasted
your time reading this wish that
YOU knew what was written on the
wall there.
10.HEAT OVERDOSE -- I'm
going to be brief on this one,
because it's very clear cut. In the
dorms, it's either five thousand
degrees or twenty below zero. No
wonder everyone on this campus is
sick.
a
5.SPORTS HUBBUB ON THE
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Queer Crusader quiz for you...
Like Cosmo's "Are You a Good Lover"
quizes, here is our own "Are You a
Good Crusader Reader" quiz because
we know nothing about love and/or
lovers...
1. Assistant News Editor, Mike
Cullity, decided to grow:
a) a beard.
b) his nails.
c) dubage.
d) an extra tongue so as to make
dates more interesting.
2. Last week, Sports Editor, Bill
Simmons, changed his:
a) mind.
b) sheets.
c) diapers.
d) sex.
3. On Saturday nights, Features
Editor, Annie Long,likes to wear:
a) sexy, black negligees.
b) passive restraints.
C) Jovan Musk for Men.
d) absolutely nothing.
4. Chris Cunniffe and Mark Dursin,
continue to work together as Op-Ed
Editors because:
a) they have no opinions of their
own.
b) they don't know when to shut-up
and go home.
c) they're lovers.
d) Can two divorced men live
together without driving each other
crazy? Yeh deh deh deh deh...
5. Assistant Sports Editor, Kurt
Sanger's ego is as big as:
a) Assistant Sports Editor, All
Salerno's hair.
b) News Editor, Chris Serres'
mouth.
c) News Editor, Renata Sadunas'
latest crush on a hot and steamy
evening.
d) it's not really big, it's just a little
swollen.
6. We continue to write these little
cheezy outbursts about ourselves
because:
a) our love lives.., wait a minute, we
have no love lives.
b) no one else cares to write about
us.
c) we need to fill the space.
d) we like to see our names in print
UPSCALE CLOTHING
For that special occasion dress
10% off with this ad
UPSCALE CLOTHING
1082 Main St. (508) 797-5040
Worcester, MA
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The confessions of an insignificant underling
BY ANNIE LONG
FEATURES EDITOR
I don't think that I could have
ever predicted that I would be
writing about Plainfield, Indiana. As
your typical ignorant East-coaster,
I'd never heard of Plainfield before
last week. But then again I bet
that you probably haven't either. So
here I go.
Last Wednesday, in the New
York Times, there was an article
about how the Plainfield Community
Middle School decided to open all
extra-curricular activities to
everyone, no cuts allowed.
"I did my share of
time donning my
polyester shirt and
overgrown shinguards."
When I first read about their
innovative policy, I thought that it
was a really good idea. If anything,
it certainly took me for a trip down
memory lane to my less- than-
illustrious middle school career.
Let me just say, that if that
policy had been in affect at my
school, I would definitely be a very
different person now. In middle
school I was pretty much a big loser,
and it's still affecting me today.
Every year I lost the Student
Council election to Stacey
Lowenthal. With hindsight, it
should have been more
appropriately called, the popularity
contest, because political prowess
actually had little to do with being
elected. The system was the worst
because you were elected by
homeroom, and of course Stacey,
the world's most popular girl, was in
mine.
She was known as eternally cool
because in seventh grade she had
Ali, an even cooler eighth grader,
over to her house and they took her
mom's Audi out for a little joyride.
How could anyone compete with
that? My Mom didn't even have an
Audi. So needless to say, no matter
how many good campaign posters I
put up, I always lost. I always
ended up being cut from Student
Council.
My acting career was about just
as successful. In my middle school,
the annual musical was one of the
major highlights of the pre-teen
scene. Getting a part was key,
because the rehearsals were oh-so-
social. Come on, I mean how often
in middle school are you able to be
with your friends on the weekends,
unsupervised by any parents? So
the coolest of the cool people got
the leads and supporting roles, while
the rest of us heathens were eut to
the chorus. We still got to attend
rehearsals, but we were pretty much
the underlings, forever subordinate
to those untouchables with the lead
roles.
There was a certain elitism that
ruled in sports too. I played field
FRIDAY NIGHT
COMEDY CLUB WITH
KEVIN' FL'YNNE
AND
JANEANE GAROFALO
lova
101.-
SATURDAY NIGHT
"THE ULTIMATE
SOUND
AND
LIGHT SHOW'
10-2
CCBofD: WORKIN' FOR THE WEEKEND
hockey, and there was an "A" squad
and a "B" squad. There wasn't
much of a difference between the
two squads, we all pretty much
couldn't play for our lives. But the
boys would come to watch the "A"
girls play, and NO ONE would be
caught dead watching a "B" game.
That just was not socially
acceptable. Also, the "A" team got
the cool uniforms, whereas the "B"s
got stuck with the tight polyester
game-shirts with the nose-picker
collars, the huge black shinguards
and the ugly plaid kilts left over
from about a thousand years ago.
As you can probably predict by now,
I did my share of time donning my
polyester shirt and overgrown
shinguards.
So when I first read this article, I
thought this new policy was a pretty
neat idea. Junior hit* is such an
insecure time in thd first place, even
more elitism isn't really necessary.
At that age, kids are mean enough
without it.
But I thought a little more on
the subject, and I came to the
conclusion that by being cut, I
learned a lot of valuable lessons
that I still use today.
Yeah, for a few years I sure did
get cut down. It took me four years
to finally get elected to a position
on Student Council. By our
freshman year, Stacey's joyride story
had lost some of it's oomph, and
needed to be updated last. I was
able to take advantage of this
weakness at election time, and was
finally victorious! But have no fear,
by the end of the year she made an
appearance as the only freshman at
an all senior party, and this fact
kept her cool just about up until
graduation. I wonder what lengths
she has to go to now to stay cool.
But back to my point, when I
finally did get elected, it meant a lot
more to me than it would have if I
had been elected the first time.
When I first ran, I just did it
because everyone else did. But by
ninth grade, when I was finally
elected, I had things that I really
wanted to accomplish through it.
The same is true for my acting
and athletic careers. When I finally
did get a supporting role and a slot
on the "A" team, I sure did
appreciate it. I never took those
things for granted, and I worke4
hard to ensure that I didn't lose
them.
It would be nice to always get a
starring role in the play or start on
the "A" team. But looking back, I
think that I learned some of my
most valuable lessons from losing,
from being cut. I learned how to
hold my head up high and not care
if I was playing for the "B" team, as
long as I was having fun while doing
it. Who cares if the boys didn't
come and watch?
And I also learned that if things
come to you too easily, you don't
really ever appreciate them. But if
you work your butt off for
something and then you get it, the
victory is so much sweeter.
So I guess that the kids in
Plainfield will have many more
doors opened to them than I ever
did. But I still don't feel that bad
that I was pretty much a failure
during my middle school years. In
fact, it was all worth it because of
the dignity and determination that I
learned from that time.
And you know what, I didn't
even have to take my Mom's Audi
out to do it.
s
MODEL & TALENT SEARCH
YOU COULD BE THE NEXT
DISCOVERY
INTERNATIONAL MODEL/TALENT
SCOUT
Gara Morse
who's discoveries include:
Carol Alt, Andie MacDowell, Dynasty's Tracy Scoggins
AND A RECORD NUMBER OF MODELS WITH
ELITE MODELING AGENCY
and other major agencies in New York,
Paris, Milan, Tokyo, etc.
THE TESTBOARD will be screening talent on
November 23rd from 10:30 to 2:30 at the
WORCESTER GALLERIA Male & Female,
acting can participate. Bring snapshots (optional)
for more info call 413-245-7588
DOORS OPEN AT 10:00 AM
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Part II of II
The Ultimate Downfall
BY THE TOTAL PACKAGE AND THE SCRIBE
Nr. The Ultimate Warrior. His
victories included thirty second
pinfalls over the likes of Andre the
Giant and Earthquake. (That's
amazing, considering that it took
him a good three minutes to polish
off "Super Ninja" on the November
1988 Saturday Night's Main Event.)
The true realization of the
Ultimate Destiny came at
Wrestlemania VI, the "Ultimate
Challenge." This was more than a
• mere match; it would determine
who was the most powerful force in
the universe and settle an old
physics debate, concerning the
irresistable force or the immovable
object. The Warrior became the
first person to cleanly pin Hulk
Hogan, and was at the pinnacle of
the wrestling world. Fireworks
heralded the achievement of the
Ultimate Destiny. Indeed, the
euphoria lasted through
Summerslam and the Survivor
Series. Then came the Royal
Rumble 1991, and the beginning of
the end for the Warrior.
Warrior was the first WWF
champion to defend the title at a
Royal Rumble. Prior to his match,
Sensational Sherry pleaded for him
(getting on her knees in a vaguely
sexual way) to grant her Macho
King a title shot should the Warrior
defeat Sgt. Slaughter. The Warrior
stormed out of the dressing room
decked out in red, white, and blue
warpaint and in a USA coat. A
coat? USA colors? What
happened to the Warrior we all
knew and loved, who never felt the
need to don the colors of any
country. Besides, does he have his
green card? (He is from Parts
Unknown, after all). Shakespeare's
wisdom certainly rings true now.
st And is it a coincidence that,
coinciding with the wearing of the
coat, the Warrior would lose to an
old fart like Sgt. "Get out the shawl"
Slaughter?
This year progressively worsened
for the Warrior. At Wrestlemania
VII, his finishing move, the gorilla
press, did not work on Randy
Savage. In addition, he felt
compelled to wear some sort of
Indian ceremonial thing/coat to the
ring (and they protested the
tomahawk chop!) Although he
pinned Savage, the now former
Macho King (by the way, what
happened to the crown and the
Kingdom?) stole the show by
reuniting with Elizabeth.
Then came Paul Bearer's
Funeral Parlor, where the Warrior
was stuffed in a coffin by the
Undertaker for a good ten or fifteen
minutes. (Actual time: four
minutes, thirty-three seconds). As if
things could not get any worse, the
Warrior lets Jake "the Snake"
Roberts bury him alive and then the
"Snakeman" turned on the Warrior.
(How did that evil-Jake plotline
emerge, anyway?) At Summerslam
the Ultimate One ran away at the
end of the match, and into the
relative obscurity of Slim Jim
commercials.
It is interesting to note that the
two principle opponents of the
Warrior, Sgt. Slaugther and Randy
Savage, have now turned good. Will
the Warrior (whose name is James
Hellwig, but only in "real" life)
return upon the completion of his
suspension? Or has he truly
returned to Parts Unknown, a victim
of self absorption who sold out and
thus paid the price? "There are
more things in heaven and earth
than are dreamt of in your
philosophy, Horatio," Hamlet claims,
and this certainly applies to the
Ultimate Warrior. Perhaps he will
return as a bad guy and resume the
feud with Hogan. Or maybe he will
follow in the steps of "El Matadore"
and become "El Pooper Scooper."
In a Federation filled with
Bezerkers and Skinners, how then
shall we live?
Garcia grooves in Worcester
By JEFF CIANFLONE
SPECIAL TO FEATURES 
a
The Jerry Garcia Band played to a
near-capacity crowd Wednesday night
at the Worcester Centrum. For those
unfamiliar with Garcia's work apart
from The Grateful Dead, the JOB is a
gospel-influenced band which
performs mostly cover songs and
often tours when the Dead is not on
the road.
The Garcia Band played two sets
Wednesday night, each one opening
• with a cover of a Motown standard,
"How Sweet It Is" and "The Way You
Do The Things You Do." The usual
swing and groove of the band was
there, and the audience was
immediately put at ease by the sweet
flowing rhythm.
The first set was graced by two
Grateful Dead songs, "They Love
Each Other," and "Deal," the set-
closer. "When The Hunter Gets
Captured By The Game" was an
unusual but welcomed selection from
Garcia's "Compliments Of' album.
Rounding out the first set were the
Beatles' "Dear Prudence," a beautiful
"Like A Road," a rocking "Money
Honey," and a haunting cover of Bob
Dylan's "Senor."
The second set introduced a great
"C'est La Vie," as well as a fine
rendition of Bruce Cockburn's
"Waiting For A Miracle." An
enjoyable "Shining Star" was next,
followed by a new JOB tune, "Ain't
No Bread In The Breadbox." The
show closed with a spiritual "My
Sisters And Brothers" and the classic
"Midnight Moonlight." Bay-area
gospel advocate, Melvin Scales,
performed exceptionally well on the
keyboards all night long.
For those interested in catching a
Jerry Garcia Band show, they will be
playing the Knickerbocker Arena in
Albany on November 16, the
Hartford Civic Center. on November
Personals...Personals...
THE GIBBER-What's up dude?
Some birthday advice from afar:
-leave the bartenders at the bar.
-use the porcelain bowl, not the
purple bowl.
-remember what's on the Earth Day
weenie (but it's not biodegradable!)
FELIZ CUMPLEANOS, chica, from
those of us at a safe distance!
We love you and we miss you!
• • • • • • • •
Tigger,
I don't think anyone wants to get
blown up.
Froggie Barnacle
• • • • • • • •
Who's happier than Krista Huston
on Krista Huston's birthday? Krista
Huston's ROOMMATES!!! No more
worrying about double carding at
Joe De's, Greg S., futile trips to
Sam's, the Orange County Police
Dept., nasty Dinsey Guards, green
wristbands or scary letters from
D.O.S.
You, I mean WE finally made it!!!
• • • • • • • •
To the Spongi and friends:
Thanks for making my 21st the best
ever! Glad to have joined the Pub
Club-you guys are the best!
Love, Marisa
P.S.-Your checks are in the mail!
• • • • • • • •
Fraulein Beck-
Donkey Donkey Donkey Donkey
-The Poser TA
To the Wheeler 2 posse we left
behind,
We're sure the off-campus parties
you attend this weekend will be
more fun than our adventures in the
Irish pubs. Have a random
weekend and we'll see you Sunday!
) • • • • • • •
C.R. and M.N.-
Will you make it until Sunday? What
an uneventful weekend for the
sniffs. I'm making progress,
though, aren't I? You make me
laugh, I love you guys!
The Wanna-Be
• • • • • • • 41
HEY JOHN W.!
Sorry I missed your birthday on
Tuesday.
I feel about this smell
Sorry I didn't get you a Saab, but I "
thought you were dead, or very sick
or something, 'cause WOW, you
just ain't nowhere to be found... not
that I've been looking in the right
places or anything.
Cordially and many happy returns,
the gal you avoid like the plague
and who is able to get PERSONALS
for free.
5 • • • • • • •
Wake up and smell the coffee,
Chris... I like you! If you only knew
who I am...
From, Your mystery woman
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To all members or the Holy Cross community: Si.
demands on your time. We would, however, like to inviye you to a very special
exams, job and graduate school applications for many of us, and other numerous
The end of the semester is always a busy time for everyone. It's full of papers,
.2 
function to be held on December 8th at the 10 o'clock evening mass. Why at this
mass? Because Purple Key and many other organizations would like you to bring a
NEW, NON-G1FT WRAPPED TOY, to be presented during a special offertory g•procession.
community, to reach out to the youngest members of the local surrounding
This is NOT just another toy drive: it's OUR toy drive- our chance, as a
SI.
community who otherwise might get nothing for Christmas. That Christmas is a
time for giving may be a cliche, but that doesn't mean it's not true and, while a new
toy may not seem like much if it brings a smile to a child's face, isn't that worth it?
This special mass is a Purple Key initiated event; but it is really a Holy Cross
P. children. We, thus, encourage everyone to take part just by simply donating a brand Tots" program. Once donated they will distribute the toys to poor, unfortunateevent with the toys to be distributed through the U.S. Marines Corps, "Toys For
letter it? That's because it Si•
faculty, grounds crew, support staff, food service and so on- if you're reading this
we urge you to take part. Sounds pretty simple do
new toy-that's it. We would like any member of the college community to take part:
St.really is. So in the next few, short weeks and over the Thanksgiving Day break
remember December 8th, the 10 o'clock evening mass and also remember a toy.
Thank You, 
St.
SI'
2 Endorsed and Supported by: Purple Key 
2. CCM Wheeler 
House Clark House CCB of D Carlin House
Hanselman House SGA Alumni House Healy House
g. The Fenwick Review Mulledy House Loyola House SI'
,). WCHC Lehy House The Women's Forum The CrusaderSCOHAII The Head RA's Students Social Concerns Committee
2. Crossroads Hogan Campus Center the Chaplains Office
......
•
.1
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St.
... 2
P.
g, Si•
a
17, and the Providence Civic Center em4c4i,:tic;?...:41:=I§114!,i4cm,4tp,„:4cmi4cp,...-
on November 19.
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Duckworth and Draddy
add a double dose of "d"
By BING WALDERT
SPORTS STAFF
One of the characteristics
of this year's Holy Cross
Crusader football team is that
players who did not play
major roles last year have
stepped in to become team
leaders. Two prime examples
of this are Junior Linebacker
Marcus Duckworth and
Junior Defensive End Greg
Draddy.
Bing's World
Both players agree that the
graduation of all four starters
at their respective positions
have contributed to their
success. Since they both knew
that starting positions would
be open, it encouraged them
to work harder. Duckworth
says, "With four seniors
graduating there was a big
hole in the defense. We had
to step up."
Both players have been
successful and have played
influential roles in the success
of the Crusaders. Duckworth
is second on the team in
tackles, only three behind
senior Chris Kovath; he would
likely be first if he had not
missed the last two games with
a bruised thigh. He is also
fourth in the Patriot League
in tackles per game with 12.4.
Draddy has enjoyed
similar success, sharing the
two Defensive End positions
with Senior Fred Clark, junior
John Powell, and Sophomore
Therman McDaniel. Draddy
ranks 3rd on the team in
tackles with 80, good enough
for 14th in the Patriot League
in tackles per game.
In addition he was part of
one of the season's most
exciting plays so far when he
took a lateral from Corey
Vincent after Vincent picked
off a pass and took it in for a
touchdown.
Similarly, both players
have also had to overcome
injury. Duckworth has been
hampered with his bruised
thigh, but he practiced this
week and should return
against Fordham in Limerick,
Ireland. Draddy had shoulder
season in the off-season and
commented, "It took time to
get it back to full-strength. It's
never 100%"
Another obstacle Draddy
has overcome is the transition
from Wide Receiver to
Defensive End. However,
Draddy agrees, "It seems like
it's a hard transition. Those
are the two positions I played
in High School. It's
(Defensive End) a much more
complicated position. The
overall transition wasn't that
tough."
Duckworth has also faced
pressure of a different kind
this year. He is taking over at
Linebacker, which in the
Duffner era has traditionally
been one of Holy Cross'
strongest positions. He
admitted he felt pressure but
has done very well.
Duckworth comments, "Rob
McGovern, Craig Callahan,
and Jerry McCabe all played
in the pros. I'm just working
as hard as you can. Coach
Duffner prepares us every
week."
Duckworth, a Political
Science major, is not sure
what he would like to do after
graduation. Draddy, a History
major says he might like to go
into sports marketing. They
still are both juniors, so Holy
Cross fans still have another
year of watching them excel
for the Purple.
&Wags
The Magic
stopped too
soon
By BILL SIMMONS
SPORTS EDITOR
I can't remember the last time I was truly unhappy
before last Thursday. Unhappiness is lousy, bitter
emotion - a feeling of helplessness, and numbness, and
anger. And sadness, most of all... real sadness, genuine,
unadulterated sadness.
This is how I felt last week when I learned Magic
was going to die. And he will die. You can listen all
you want about people who can fight the HIV virus for
years and years, but the truth is, anyone who lasts for
more than a few years is an aberration. If you arc HIV-
positive and survive for more than a decade, it's a
miracle.
I say this because it's easy to think Magic Johnson
can beat this thing. He looks healthy, he's smiling, he's
on "Arsenio," and so on. He says he will live a long life.
He says he feels great. He says all the right things.
And it's easy to get swept up in that.
But the bottom line remains, Magic will never be in
a Laker uniform again. That makes me sad. He will
die before the year 2,000. That makes me sad. He will
never play in the Olympics with Larry Bird, and he'll
never own an NBA franchise. That makes me sad.
The Magic Man had a lot to accomplish, and
unfortunately his priorities have changed. He will
concentrate on being a spokesman, on making people
aware of the HIV virus. Maybe he's saying a prayer or
two as well. But goddamnit, Magic had a lot more to
give. I wanted to see him play until he could retire on
his own terms; he deserved that much. Magic Johnson
was the most unique player in the history of the sport -
a 6'9" point guard, all arms and legs, always in control.
He played basketball, not the one-on-one brand of
athlete-ball that Michael Jordan plays, but basketball...
using your teammates, creating, making everyone else
better by involving them instead of co-existing with them.
Ironically enough, I never liked Magic until last
year. He was Larry Bird's competition, you see; the
East Coast said Larry was better, the West Coast
pointed to Magic. I've always thought 1Careem was the
best Laker on the court in the early eighties, and I swear
Johnson choked in the '84 Finals.
But Magic slowly began to earn my respect
(especially with his baby sky hook that crushed Boston's
title hopes in 1987), and last year, he won me over.
This happened at a Laker-Celtic game in the
Garden; Magic was so damned good, so tough, so
ingenious, so much fun to watch... begrudgingly, I
admitted to myself Magic Johnson was one of the best.
1 became a fan. And then this summer when the
Olympic story broke, I was ecstatic at the prospect of
Bird and Magic playing for the gold. It would be the
two basketball Mozarts, side by side.
But now, shockingly, suddenly, one of the Mozarts
is gone. The other is still playing, of course, and all
week he looked dazed and disoriented, like a three year-
old looking for his mother in a crowded mall. Bird and
Magic needed each other, you see; they measured
themselves with the other. And now Bird is alone. He
seems older than ever.
I feel disoriented as well. No more Magic. HIV
virus. Anywhere from 6 months to ten tears. Magic
Johnson - Magic Johnson! - will eventually die. We all
die, but he'll die this decade. Magic Johnson? Dead?
Magic?
(Continued on Page 18)
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Bucknell becomes
victim #9, 42-6
By DAVE MAHAFFEY
SPORTS STAFF
Before last Saturday's
game with Bucknell, I took
another step in securing my
financial well-being. I bet
WR/QB Mark Roman five
dollars that he would be a
First Team All-Patriot League
at the conclusion of this
season. As Roman galloped
downfield for a 95 yard
touchdown reception, I began
to wonder what I will do with
the 5 bucks.
It's still early to speculate,
but Roman did finish the day
with 6 catches for 171 total
yards as Holy Cross rolled
over bucknell, 42-6. Roman
also tallied 3 TD's on the day,
tying the school record held
by only 3 others. His 95
yarder was the longest in
league history and the second
longest play in Crusader
history.
But it was not a one-man
show at all, it was a team
effort. As a team, the 9-0
•. Crusaders tied the Division 1-
AA record for consecutive
victories held by Eastern
Kentucky with their 18th
straight win. This marks the
third time in Holy Cross
a
history that a purple squad
has reached 9-0.
The Crusaders beagn the
scoring as Jerome Fuller
carried for a 16-yard TD in
the opening quarter. The
Bison answered but the PAT
was blocked by the Crusader
line.
QB Tom Ciaccio took the
ball in from the 1 yard line,
increasing the lead to 14-6.
Ciaccio then proceeded to
connect with Roman on a 12-
yard pass for a 21-6 Crusader
lead at halftime.
Ciaccio was equally
impressive in the third
quarter. First he hit TE Ron
Hooey on a 1 yard TD and
then found Roman once again
for an 11 yard score and a 35-
6 lead.
The Purple defense was
rock solid and shut out
Bucknell throughout the
entire second half. The Bison
had the ball first and goal at
the Crusader 1 yard line, but
the defense stopped them
twice before DT Matt Nasser
broke their hearts. On third
down Nasser recovered a
fumble on the 3 yard line to
sguash Bucknell's hopes and
set-up the Ciaccio-Roman 95-
yard bomb. This score
•
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The Crupider
Noreen Powers leads the women's hoop team over the Czech
Nationals last Sunday, 63-62.
slammed the door shut on
Bucknell and chapter number
9 of the 1991 season was
closed, 42-6.
On Monday, Head coach
Mark Duffner commented, "I
was happy to come away from
that game with a victory. You
don't want to start out too hot
and then fade."
Tomorrow, the Crusaders
meet the 2-6 Fordham Rams
in the Wild Geese Classic
played on the Limerick Gaelic
Grounds in Limerick, Ireland.
Coach Duffner,
commenting on the game,
said, "It's a great experience
for our kids in terms of being
able to play a football game in
another country, a country as
great as Ireland. But we're
really not going over there as
spectators or tourists. We're
going over there to win our
tenth game of the season, and
our focus has got to be with
that and that only."
CROSS NOTES:
--Ciaccio finished the day 24-
41 with 390 yards and 4 TD's.
Just to clarify, Ciaccio threw
the ball 41 times without a
single interception. He was
named to the ECAC Honor
Roll once again.
The Senior QB has now
climbed to the number 8 slot
on the NCAA Career Passing
Efficiency list. Ciaccio has
totaled 68 TD's and 8,173
total yards for a 144.9 rating.
--Jerome Fuller is listed as the
second leading rusher in
Divison 1-AA football.
Fuller's 177 yards gave him
the HC record with his 8th
100-yard rushing game this
season. Fuller also had 4
receptions for 30 yards.
--The defense held Bucknell
to 273 yards on offense
(Compared to HC's 536
yards). DT Tom McDonald
had a career-high 12 tackles,
including a sack. CB Chris
Kovath made 11 hits and
grabbed his 4th interception
of the season.
--The Holy Cross-Fordham
game will be televised at 9
a.m. EST Saturday on
WCVB-TV Boston (an ABC
affiliate), WTNH (Hartford-
New Haven), WPRI
(Providence), WMTW
(Portland) and
SportsChannel-New York.
The action can
also be heard LIVE on WVEI
radio (1440 AM)-beginning
with the pre-game show at
6:40 am EST.
-The game will kickoff at 7:10
a.m. EST. The Crusader will
be there to cover the game
and you can read all about it
the Limerick odyssey right
here next Friday. '
Men's hoops
(Continued from Page 20)
So we have our foundation, and we've mixed in the
unique talents of Dickerson, Powell, and Mastburn.
Now we add the role players: Derek Farkas, a junior
guard who provides an outside shot from the bench.
Rob Feaster, a freshman who can fill the lanes and
rebound if you need him. Kevin Kerwin, a 6'7 forward
who has been victimized by injuries and the numbers
game - he will surprise. And co-captain David
Rothstein, who should be able to spell Breslin for eight
to ten minutes a game.
Do you see? This team may not be the most
talented edition in the last decade, but it is a team.
Everyone has a role, and everyone plays hard. I doubt
this year's Purple will let down against Dartmouth or
UNH like in years past.
Two things must happen for this team to become
special. First, they must win a difficult game on the
road. In my four years, only once have the Crusaders
gone into somebody else's building and gritted out a win
- at Boston College two years ago (and that was because
of.B.C.'s mediocrity if anything).
Both forwards can add something important to this
team. The Hurricane can be an explosive presenc on
both ends of the boards; offensively, he should and will
be able to score in double figures. And Powell is the
"garbage player" that every good team needs. By
"garbage player," I mean the guy who always seems to be
around the ball, tipping it in, grabbing a stray rebound,
converting on second and third chance baskets. Don't
be surprised if he has a couple of 25-point games.
Secondly, the coaching staff needs to take advantage
of the flexibility at hand. Give a Kerwin 'or a Farkas
experience early in the year so if you ever need them in
a big game, they can respond. Keep this team active
defensively; with ten players, there's no reason they
shouldn't pressure every opponent (and with all the
athletes on this team, H.0 is potentially dominant
defensively). Finally, call a time-out or two, George,
before I have a heart attack.
Ahhhh, Coach Blaney. Lord knows I've questioned
him in the past, but I'll be honest - he won me over in
the playoffs last season. I thought he coached a great
final pair of games - working the refs, shuttling players in
and out, bringing the team from behind in consecutive
games... all accentuated by the huge, sweeping sweat
patches under his arms. This year's team has a lot of
respect for their coach, and somewhere, deep inside, I
think I do too. I must be mellowing in my old age.
Hence, therefore, thus... the '91/92 Crusaders should
be terrific. Watch them and see if they can pull out that
one hard-fought game on the road; if they can, then I
think they can capture the Patriot League. If not.., it
will be a short March.
(Next week: The women's team).
Magic retires
(Continued from Page 17)
I feel sad. Magic should be able to play in the
Olympics. He should be able to own an NBA franchise.
He should be considered, years from now, simply "The
Greatest Point Guard Ever," instead of "The Greatest
Point Guard Ever... Whose Career Was Cut Short By
The HIV Virus." That stinks.
I feel nostalgic. I like watching the old clips of
Magic that they've been showing on television, and I find
myself wishing I had appreciated him more when he
played. When I go home over Thanksgiving, I'll pull out
my tape of the 1987 Finals, Game 4, and savor it like a
fine wine. •
I feel bad. I feel bad for Magic, and his wife, and
his family, and for the takers and for Bird and for
myself. I feel bad for all the people who have died from
this insidious 'virus. I feel angry, helpless. •
I wonder to myself if anything positive will come
out of this. Anything. Maybe with his money and his
friends and his public persona, maybe someone did
"choose" him to turn the tables on this virus. Maybe he
will fight this thing and win. Maybe he was chosen.
And if he was...
Then I wish they had chosen someone else.
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Cruskaters crush M.I.T.!
By ANNE-MARIE PEREZ
SPORTS STAFF
They've put in long hours
and late nights at Hart.
They've missed Monday
Night Madness and Friday
Night Kegs. Still, all the
hard work is beginning to
pay off for the Holy
Cross Women's Ice Hockey
Club. The team played a
preseason scrimmage at BC's
Conte Forum, only four days
after the U.S. Olympic team
skated on the same ice.
Some of that talent seems to
have rubbed off, bringing the
Lady Cruskaters to 1-1 on
this, their fourth season.
On October 28, the
Terriers of Boston University
brought their fast, hard-
hitting style of hockey to
Worcester. The HCWIHC
came out impressively,
considering they had only
three weeks of training and
practice. The HC offense
was clearly outclassed and
managed to muster only five
shots in the first two periods
of play, compared to about
40 for the tenacious Terriers.
The HC defense stood
strong, however; led by the
outstanding, often brilliant
play of goalie Stacy Sullivan
'94, they limited BU to only
four goals in the first two
periods.
The final frame was the
most evenly played, as the
Terriers tired and gave the
Cruskaters a chance to strut
their stuff. The HC power
play was impressive,
garnering a few scoring
opportunities, but failing to
capitalize on BU's mistakes.
BU scored early in the
period, but Holy Cross would
not let down.
One minute after the BU
score, team president Kristin
Burke hit wing Meg Fleming
with a pass, who went
streaking towards the net to
pop it home for the line
Holy Cross goal of the
evening. Sullivan had an
incomprehensible 50 saves
on the night.
Monday night, November
4, the Ladies faced M.I.T. in
front of a rowdy Hart Center
crowd. The Cruskaters came
into the game 1-3 lifetime
against the Beavers,
including an exciting 4-3
victory over them last winter.
The game was a hard fought
and close one with an
occasional breakaway, but
after two periods, both
teams were scoreless -
unparalleled play of Sullivan,
who had 37 saves to bring
her GAA to an amazing
.075.
The Crusaketers came
out flying in the third period,
when Edie Wagoner caught
a pass from Kay Delahay
and snapped a wrist shot
past the goalie's outstretched
glove to put Holy Cross
ahead, 1-0.
Soon thereafter, it was
Burke to Fleming again and
the fans went wild as
Fleming slipped one through
the five-hole to double the
Cruskater lead. A slight
defensive lapse in the closing
moments ruined the Holy
Cross shut out as M.I.T. was
able to get on the board.
The Lady Crusaders have
two more home contests this
semester, as they face
Amherst Thursday night
(8:45) and Harvard Business
School on November 23.
Come out and support the
Lady Crusaders and witness
a spectacle like nothing
you've seen before!
Soccer season wrap-up
The women's soccer team
recently completed its season
with a 3-1 loss to Colgate in
the Patriot League
semifinals. But when you
consider the number of
players nominated for post-
season awards, the season
can be considered a success.
The team fmished its
regular season
with a record of 7-10, but
their impresseive 5-1 Patriot
League mark was good
enough for second place, and
their lone league loss to
third-place Colgate denied
the Crusaders a chance to
avenge the loss to Army in
the championship game.
Before the rounament,
Crusader coach Dr. Reza
Namin had said, "We've got
a lot of players injured right
now, but we're going to do
the best we can in the
tournament."
Unfortunately, with the
team at less than 100%,
Colgate proved to be too
much to handle.
The list of Holy Cross
players nominated for post-
season accolades is quite
impressive. First year star
Jessie McManmon has been
nominated to the All-
America team, the All New
EngIan team, and the All-
Patriot team, as well as for
the Patriot League Rookie of
the Year Award.
Teammates Audrey Smith
and Shannon Carroll join
her with nominations to the
New England and Patriot
teams. Also nominated for
All-Patriot team were Jen
Bissonette, Carol Fitzpatrick,
Kirsten Eckman and Peg
Sullivan. Dr. Namin also has
been nominated for Patriot
League Coach of the Year
With the season having
come to a close, Dr. Namin
will bid farewell to a talented
senior class. Senior Lee
Hendrickson recently broke
the school record for career
goals with 36, despite a knee
injury. Other seniors
departing include Dina
DeSantis and Debbie
Nowell. DeSantis and
Hendrickson played their
final games against Colgate,
while Nowell's season had
already come to a close
because of injtr.y.
In summing up his first
season at the Cross, Dr.
Namin indicated that he was
pleased with the progress
that the program made. "We
played for the league title
this weekend. That was a
goal of ours. We were
ranked 11th in New England
at one point. That was
another goal of ours. We
established ourselves, we
worked hard as a team, and
we learned a lot this year.
We'll be back."
The men's Holy Cross
soccer team had a rather
disappointing season in
games won, yet made
significant progress over last
season. The young team,
only losing two seniors to
graduation, has undoubtedly
gained much experience
from this season. Coach
Comrie is attempting to
supplement the corps of
young talent with a group of
new recruits, for whom he is
actively searching.
A bright spot for the
Cross soccer team this
season was a late season
victory over the powerful
WPI team (12-1-1), by a
score of 2-0. The team
clearly exhibited much
improvement this season
over last season, based on
the fact that they lost a
startling seven games by only
one goal. Peter Kilmartin
was the leading goal scorer
for the Cross, with two
points. Bill Martin played
strong defense, and
contributed offensively in his
final campaign. First year
student Eric Kelley and
junior Brian Oates were
among the leading goal
scorers on the team. Dave
Stalters, a sophotnore, played
exceptionally well in goal this
season, posting a goal against
average or just over two.
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By KURT SANGER
SPORTS STAFF
While the world impact will never be
comparable, someday somebody might ask where you
were when you heard about Magic in the same way
our parents are asked where they were when Kennedy
was shot. Perhaps it is fitting for the nineties, one of
the defining events of our lifetimes, that one of our .
heros was not killed but was, in fact, cut short by a
sexual disease.
And while it is odd to talk about Earvin Johnson
in the past tense during his lifetime, it is inescapable.
The Magic the world came to love is dead to us, and
we now have to learn to accept a new one.
John F. Kennedy was the hero during the early
sixties. He was the definition of America to the
world, the emobodiment of Camelot to Americans.
He reflected greatness and strength and was the living
spirit of America.
When he was shot tlie image died. The spirit
was no longer visible, and we never found it in anyone
else. We looked for it in one brother until he was
taken from us too. We looked for it in the other
brother until we realized that Teddy, although looking
an acting the part, was no Jack Kennedy.
In the eighties, polticians were no longer the
heroes. Athletes emerged as the ideals. The perfect
Americans, the all-americans, were the football players
and baseball players. When Magic and Bird showed
up, the heroes became basketball players too.
This was nothing new by any means. Athletes
were heroes long before the eighties. But before then
they never had the widespread name recognition, the
world wide fame that they achieved in that decade.
They never had the money before either. Never
before did they have the means to live extravagant
lives.
Magic got a lot of this for basketball. He, along
with Bird, brought fame and fortune to the NBA. He
did it with his wide smile and flashy play. He did it
all the way to five championships.
Now it does not mean so much. The rings
cannot cure his disease, the money cannot buy him his
life. Magic can't play the game anymore, he says by
his own choosing.
In the same way that Kennedy defined perfection
lost in the sixties, Magic will define it for the nineties.
He had and has it all, and it doesn't do him a damn
bit of good.
Tom Wolfe, author of Bonfire of the Vanities,
predicted that the nineties would be a long hangover.
Perhaps this is one of the signs, one of the indicators
that the excesses of the eighties will catch up with us.
Quitting because of the AIDS virus doesn't make
Magic any less of a person, but it is far different then
if he had to quit because of cancer or any other
disease. It says something about the way that not only
he but all of us live. We can have it all and do
anything we want with it, but at some point we will
have to pay a price if we aren't careful.
11/
—Ray Murphy —Nick Elward
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Can they win the
• Patriot
Friday, the hoops team
opens up against the
Burundi National Team
The Crusades-
lead H.C. into the NCAA's.
By BILL SIMMONS
SPORTS EDITOR
For starters, this will be the best
Crusader basketball team in the four
years I've spent on the Hill. I've
always thought a good team needed
three ingredients - a good point
guard (to take care of the ball), a
good big man (to rebound and score
inside), and a scorer (to score). If
you haVe these things, basically,
you're set. You can fill in the seams
from there. Now...
In Roger Breslin, H.C. has their
best point guard in years. He's
consistent in tough; remember, it was
Breslin (as a sophomore) who took
the gutsiest shot of the year - an in-
your-face three to tie Fordham in the
last game of the year. Breslin is
tough. He can lead this team.
In Scott Martzloff, H.C. has their
best big man in years. At seven feet,
he's the biggest kid in the Patriot
League... a true center. Although he
will have an occasional early contest
•where he'll miss 10 of 12 shots and
foul out in twenty minutes, by the
end of the year he should find his
stride. Scotty will be dominating in
February and March.
In Billy Walker, H.C. has
someone who can - quite simply - fill.
Walker has always been haunted by
his inconsistency (exemplified by his
26 points agianst Lehigh and 8
against Fordham in the final two
playoff games), but as in his third
season, I think he will settle down.
So you have your foundation in
place - the leader, the big man, and
the scorer. Now you decorate the
foundation with an ornament like
captain Leon Dickerson. Leon
comes to play every night, he leads
with emotion, and by example; he
does the unsung, gritty things that
are rarely noticed: A tap-in, a leap
into the seats to save an errant pass,
a deflection. Dickerson is the
human intangible, seemingly
everywhere. Ubiquitous.
Now you mix in the bookend
forwards, Frank Powell and the
Hurricane, Rick Mashburn. Both
players had curious, even
disappointing sophomre years
(probably because they were yanked
in and out of the lineup like yo-yos).
Mashbum's play was particularly
mystifying, as his customary reckless
abandon seemed tempered; as
freshmen, neither player was under
any pressure. As sophomores, they
were.
(Continued on Page 18)
(Clockwise from left) Dickerson, Walker, Martzloff and Mashburn hope to
•
